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Abstract
Tony Williams: Rhythmic Syntax in Jazz Drumming.
This thesis presents a study of Tony Williams, one the most highly regarded 
drummers in the jazz tradition. To complete this study I have selected two recordings 
from Williams’ early career whilst a member of Miles Davis’s 1960’s quintet. During 
this time, 1963 -  68 Williams presented a revolutionary drumming style which is 
unrivalled today, setting bench mark for those that follow.
Through transcription and the analysis this study aims to highlight several of his 
rhythmic organisational skills on two specific recordings. These recordings have been 
selected for their importance within the modem jazz tradition and clear demonstration 
of Williams’s interactive drumming with two of his most significant musical 
collaborators; Miles Davis and Herbie Hancock. This study is written from the 
perspective of a practicing jazz musician whose purpose is to assist in the 
understanding and performance of modem jazz drumming.
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Chapter I - Introduction
For many notable authorities on jazz and jazz drumming, Tony Williams is the last 
true innovator in the jazz drumming canon -  one can simultaneously sense the 
tradition of the masters that precede him and a radical departure from it. The standard 
he set and the style of drumming he pioneered is unsurpassed today, and so the aim of 
this study is to investigate Williams' innovative performance practice by focusing on 
the role of his drumming in two specific ensembles, those lead by Herbie Hancock 
and Miles Davis. Transcription and analysis of one specific recording made with each 
ensemble, "Oliloqui Valley" from Hancock's 1964 recording Empyrean Isles and 
"Freedom Dance" played with the Miles Davis Quintet in 1966 on Miles Smiles, will 
allow us to identify and observe the key rhythmic organisational devices, also referred 
to as rhythmic or musical syntax, Williams employs.
These two contrasting recordings represent a particular period in Williams' career that 
revolves around the development of post Bebop drumming styles where Williams' 
impact and contributions were at their greatest; the range of Williams' influences 
allowed a fusion of free and traditional jazz, as well as other styles such as rock, soul 
and folk. Further specification of two areas from each recording will allow an 
exploration of the interaction between Williams and Hancock/Davis. For this reason 
the opening melodic statement of each recording, as well as the selected soloist's 
improvisation, will be the particular focus of this work. In this way, we can begin to 
understand the interactive qualities of Williams' drumming style, as well as its effect 
beyond the recordings in question.
To explain the methodology in more detail, it is useful to know that the 'raw material' 
of the recordings was first identified through transcription of Williams' drumming, 
and then looked at alongside transcription of the chosen solos. The study attempts to 
look at Williams' drumming from the top down, that is, in relation to the soloists' 
improvisation. Examining Williams' improvised ensemble drumming, this study will 
highlight some of the rhythmic syntax Williams uses to construct the accompanying, 
interactive drum parts. This study also involves examining the melodic syntax of 
Hancock and Davis' improvisations, and of the compositions upon which those 
improvisations are based. The analysis of the transcripts is taxonomical in approach, 
breaking down the organisational devices Williams employs to construct his drum 
parts, and that of the soloists, into smaller groupings then to be used in the 
deconstruction of the recordings. The completed analysis will thus proffer a stylistic 
overview of Williams' playing in two contrasting settings, rather than attempt to 
capture Williams' entire, and diverse, career.
It is important to bear in mind that any transcription process is, by its nature, 
problematic; notation of jazz, no matter how scrupulously exact, can comprehend 
only partial aspects of the music. Transcription excludes the essential role of the 
listener by focusing exclusively on the technical aspects of the music; fundamental 
characteristics of tone and tone production, as well as minute rhythmic and dynamic 
shifts, which may be essential to the stylistic identity of a musician, also defy 
objectification by written notation. (Jost 15) Specifically, limitations encountered in 
the transcription of the pieces concerned vary from the diversity of timbral nuance 
and variations in attack and dynamics from the cymbal, to sections which are 
metrically vague, and the necessity of relying on approximations and interpretations
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of certain complexities that make up Williams' drumming vocabulary. The complexity 
of sounds across the seven voices of the standard jazz drum kit used by Williams are 
beyond the scope of this work, so transcription has been further limited to what can 
be written on the single stave drum kit format and still be legible, and playable, to the 
modem jazz drum kit performer. The transcriptions are really an accompaniment to 
the recorded performance and the reader must also consult the recordings to fully 
appreciate the performance, which can never by fully represented through 
transcription.
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Chapter II - Biographical Information
Tony Williams, 1945 -  1997.
Tony Williams was bom in Chicago December 12 1945 and died in Daly City, 
California, February 23 1997. Whilst growing up in Boston, Williams was initially 
exposed to jazz by his father Tillmon Williams, a working saxophonist who actively 
encouraged his son to listen to, and participate in, the jazz music scene. Williams was 
eight when he first played the drums; declaring that he wanted to ‘sit in’ with his 
father’s band, Williams chose the drums when asked which instrument he would like 
to play. To the band’s surprise, he demonstrated a great natural affinity for not only 
the drums but the music as well. By listening to the drummers playing with his father, 
Williams had obviously conceived how to play the drums. Over the next few years 
Williams would expand on his natural ability and eventually change the face of jazz 
drumming forever.
Spending a great deal of time in the jazz clubs of Boston, as both performer and 
audience member, Williams made several important musical connections which 
would play a significant and positive role not only in the direction of his career but on 
his musical conception. Boston’s close proximity to New York, the main centre for 
contemporary jazz music since the mid 1940s, facilitated regular performances by 
leading jazz musicians. This period of William’s musical development throughout the 
late 1950s to the early 1960s saw many visiting artists and bands, such as Miles Davis 
and Jackie McLean. Williams’ prodigious talent and confidence allowed him to sit in 
with bands at a very young age. Two most notable and influential examples were the 
master jazz drummers Art Blakey’s “The Jazz Messengers” at age twelve and Max 
Roach’s quintet at thirteen.
For Williams, Max Roach represented not only the consummate artist of the drum set 
but a musician of the highest calibre. He has often cited Roach as his biggest and 
most important influence (Mattingly 13), and if we learn through imitation, then 
Roach was Williams’ main teacher. For Williams, Roach had transcended the 
accepted boundaries placed around his chosen instrument, forging a new, complex 
and highly interactive language for the jazz drum set within modem jazz. By 
elevating the cymbal’s role to the primary voice in the drum kit, thus enabling the jazz 
drummer to not only use the cymbals as a time keeping device, but simultaneously 
opening up a new multi-layered poly rhythmic approach to the instrument, Roach 
placed the drummer on an equal footing musically with the other members of the 
ensemble. Williams would later expand upon Roach’s developments; in his hands the 
ride cymbal rhythms would become even more varied and complex, as would his use 
of poly metric and poly rhythmic devices with and against this cymbal beat. As one of 
the most significant soloist in jazz drumming, Max Roach’s ability to play formally 
structured melodic solos as opposed to the more rudimental, technical demonstration 
style, would also prove influential to Tony Williams’ approach to soloing. Williams 
absorbed the Bebop style of drumming developed primarily by Roach and 
personalised it adding his own more abstract conception. Like Roach, Williams spent 
many hours mastering the technical command of his instrument, which would then be 
used to execute complex musical ideas and improvisations.
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Tony Williams’ first formal drum teacher was the world renowned jazz drum educator 
and respected performer Alan Dawson. Williams was eleven years old when he 
commenced lessons with Dawson, who provided him with a sound technical and solid 
rudimentary foundation on the drum set. Dawson also provided encouragement and 
musical inspiration for the young Williams, regularly taking him to his performances 
and allowing him sit in. Dawson introduced Tony Williams to contemporary classical 
music, by means of the Boston Improvisational Ensemble (Mintz 74), a group 
exploring the cross over between contemporary jazz and contemporary classical 
music. This group incorporated musicians, compositions and improvisation 
techniques from both fields. The avant-garde approach first experienced in the Boston 
Improvisational Ensemble became central to Williams’ artistic endeavours throughout 
his career - it was here that Williams met future mentor Sam Rivers, with whom he 
jammed, played, recorded and appreciated music for many years. Both Williams and 
Rivers recorded together and individually on numerous ground breaking Blue Note 
albums of the early 1960s. Sam Rivers joined Miles Davis Quintet in 1963 on Tony 
Williams’ recommendation, culminating in the recording Miles Davis Live in Tokyo. 
Like Williams, Rivers possessed keen performance based knowledge of the historical 
development of his chosen instrument, the tenor saxophone, and this knowledge, 
combined with his skill as an avant-garde musician, made him a powerful influence.
By the early 1930s, writing for percussion instruments alone had become the focus for 
many of the leading contemporary composers; writing was the voice to express new 
sensibilities and directions in music making. Two highly influential composers, 
Edgar Varese and John Cage, wrote significant music for percussion ensemble, 
namely the thirteen instrument piece “Ionisation”(1931) by the former and “Amores” 
(1943) for prepared piano and percussion by the latter. That the focus of this music 
was on timbre, texture and complex rhythmic schemes defining the formal structure 
was highly influential to Williams own musical conception. According to jazz 
pianist Mike Nock, who collaborated with Tony Williams in the early 1960s, 
Williams’ intense musical curiosity lead him into an exploration of diverse musical 
styles including that of Cage and Karlhienze Stockhausen. Their awareness of the 
acoustic environment, and innovative compositional techniques such as the ‘found’ 
sounds of Cage and the electronic manipulation of Stockhausen, added another 
dimension to Williams’ own composition and drumming. Nock recalls Williams 
being profoundly affected by Stockhausens’ “Gesang der Junglinge” (1955 - 1956) a 
work for solo voice manipulated via tape machines, to be experienced through a 
surround sound five speaker system. So we can begin to see that Williams’ early 
development was the product of a prodigious talent combined with an incredibly 
musical childhood, a wonderfully rich introduction to the live jazz scene, and the 
avant-garde influences of the 50s and 60s.
A defining moment in Williams’ career occurred in 1962 when he performed with the 
legendary alto saxophonist Jackie McLean, a Miles Davis alumni, who visited Boston 
where Williams was working regularly with Sam Rivers, and as the drummer for the 
house band at the jazz club, Connely’s, where McLean performed. Jackie McLean 
was so impressed with the young drummer’s playing that he invited him to come to 
New York and join his working group. His support and encouragement went beyond 
the music they played together; McLean’s relationship with Tony Williams was such 
that he welcomed him to live with his family and acted his guardian on arriving in
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New York. McLean offered the trust and assurance which persuaded Williams’ 
parents, particularly his mother, into allowing him to go to New York. Williams’ first 
studio recording session for McLean was on February 11th 1963 and is documented 
on the classic Blue Note album Vertigo. His command of the traditional jazz drum 
language as well as his assimilation of free jazz techniques are evident, even on this, 
his first studio recording. Vertigo is testament to Jackie McLean’s diverse musical 
landscape as well as his support of the progressive, yet at the time, relatively unknown 
drummer. This recording represents the beginning of an illustrious recording career 
that continued throughout the remainder of his life. Williams’ first engagement with 
McLean was playing music for a theatre production of The Connection. It was here 
that Miles Davis first heard the young Tony Williams.
Tony Williams first joined the (second) Miles Davis Quintet in 1963, at the young age 
of seventeen. His playing style possessed a sense of urgency, unique conception and 
maturity coupled with a dazzling technique which changed the course of jazz 
drumming and the role of the modem jazz drummer once again. Williams spent many 
hours absorbing Davis’ recorded solos and could sing many of them fluently. It was 
this familiarity, and his confidence to explore new areas of improvisation, that 
Williams brought to Davis’ new quintet.
Writing in his autobiography, Miles the Autobiography, about Williams’ contribution 
to the quintet, Davis claimed,
“If I was the inspiration and the wisdom and the link for this band, Tony was 
the fire, the creative spark; ... I was learning something new every night with 
that group. One reason was that Tony Williams was such a progressive 
drummer.” ( 263)
The relationship between the two players was symbiotic; Davis as a band leader gave 
Williams the freedom to explore his own style and influences, which in turn inspired 
and influenced Davis’ playing. The influence of drummers such as Max Roach, Philly 
Joe Jones, Jimmy Cobb and Roy Haynes combined with an interest in avant-garde 
jazz, classical exponents and a growing interest in rock music to make Williams a 
powerful shaping force in the quintet, which importantly allowed Williams to develop 
a highly interactive, creative and unique jazz drumming language.
Williams performed, toured and recorded extensively with Davis’ quintet over the 
band’s five year existence (1963-68). The recorded output of this quintet (more than a 
dozen albums) has become acknowledged as classic 1960s jazz. The music of the 
Davis 1960s quintet was some of the most innovative and experimental Davis would 
perform in the acoustic jazz genre due in no small part to Williams’ unique 
drumming. Davis also made the connection between Williams, Hancock and Carter, 
the trio becoming one of the greatest rhythm sections in jazz history.
Williams, always at the vanguard of change, was viewed as a slightly rebellious, 
renegade figure in jazz from the time he came to prominence. Throughout his 
performing and composing career Williams looked towards diverse areas of music 
outside of the jazz canon for inspiration, and performed in many ensembles that 
allowed him to develop his talent and style. From The Lifetime Band and V.S.O.P. in 
the 70s, to his self-named quintet and his collaboration with the Marsalis brothers in
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the 80s, Williams’ ensemble involvement has always been a source of growth, both 
personally in terms of his musicianship, as well as more generally in his impact on the 
jazz canon. Williams continued to lead his own groups until his untimely death 
following complications from gall bladder surgery. His final recording, Wilderness, 
was a large scale project including music he composed for orchestra as well as small 
jazz ensemble.
Herbie Hancock, 1940 -
Bom in Chicago in April 1940, American jazz pianist/keyboardist and composer 
Herbert Jeffrey Hancock studied piano from age seven. By eleven, he had already 
performed with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, displaying the virtuosity he would 
later become renowned for. Hancock's interest in jazz began whilst at high school; he 
then attended Grinnell College and graduated with a double major in music 
composition and engineering in 1960. This interest eventually led Hancock to form 
his own jazz group, and performances in the Chicago area jazz clubs with the likes of 
jazz legend Coleman Hawkins and trumpet luminary Donald Byrd. Accepting Donald 
Byrd's request to join his quintet, Hancock moved to New York City in 1961, and 
started his exploration of the jazz scene. During his time with Byrd's quintet, Hancock 
also began performing with many other major jazz musicians such as Phil Woods and 
Oliver Nelson. Hancock's innate musicality quickly established him as one of the 
most sought after sidemen on the New York jazz scene.
Importantly, Hancock's involvement with Byrd began an illustrious recording career 
as both a leader and sideman. When recording for the first time with Byrd's quintet, 
producer Alfred Lion of Blue Note Records offered Hancock the opportunity to 
record as a leader for his renowned record label. His first album Takin' Off featuring 
his composition "Water Melon Man" was a commercial success, more were to follow. 
Many historically significant recordings of the 1960s, which can now be seen as 
landmarks in the evolution of modem jazz, were either under Hancock's leadership or 
featured him as a sideman for Blue Note. These include Hancock’s Maiden Voyage 
and Empyrean Isles. Freddie Hubbard's Hub Tones. Wayne Shorter's Speak No Evil 
and Tony Williams' Life Time.
Hancock joined Miles Davis' quintet in May 1963, an engagement that would last 
until 1968, and one which firmly established his position in jazz history. Within 
Davis' quintet, Hancock was paired with Tony Williams and Ron Carter on drums and 
bass. Together they formed one of the most revolutionary rhythm sections ever heard 
in jazz; their highly interactive approach and freedom of expression has led many 
critics to categorise the group as 'the greatest small jazz group of the 1960s'.
As a composer Hancock has written numerous pieces which have become part of the 
standard jazz repertoire. These include “Water Melon Man”, “Maiden Voyage”, 
“Dolphin Dance” and “Cantaloupe Island”. Hancock began his career as a film and 
television composer in 1966, writing music for the film Blow Up by Michelangelo 
Antonioni. Since then Hancock has continued to scored music for film and television. 
His credits in this field include films such as Death Wish and Harlem Nights as well 
as Bill Cosby's Hey, Hey. Hey It's Fat Albert.
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Hancock left Davis quintet in 1968 although continued to appear on many of Davis 
ground breaking jazz rock fusion recordings such as In a Silent Wav and Bitches 
Brew after this time. This was partially due to Hancock’s interest and knowledge of 
the new developments in electronic music and rock music.
Miles Davis, 1945 - 1991
Miles Davis' musical career was spent at the forefront of jazz as a pioneer of many 
significant changes. From approximately 1945, to his death in 1991, Davis was a 
catalyst for change. As put by former band member and music educator Dave 
Liebman,
“If you sum up Miles in one word ...its timing. This is his great talent. He was 
an organiser, an arranger...he changes the milieu within which he will place 
himself.”(Liebman and Fischer 171)
One of jazz's great bandleaders, Davis, like Ellington, had the ability to extract the 
best from his sidemen allowing them to flourish while at the same time pushing them, 
his own playing and jazz music into new areas. Davis' sidemen, many recruited when 
relatively unknown, read like a who's who of modem jazz; his numerous albums from 
The Birth of the Cool (1948), Kind of Blue (1959), and Bitches Brew (1969) to 
Amandala (1988-1989), document a large portion of its history.
Miles had enjoyed great artistic and commercial success in with his album Kind of 
Blue recorded in 1959 a pioneering effort in the exploration of modal jazz. The 
illustrious sextet from this recording included Julian 'Cannonball' Adderly, John 
Coltrane and Bill Evans. This was a short lived working group with Coltrane leaving 
in the summer of 1960. Davis fronted several working groups which, for the most 
part, employed the rhythm section of Wynton Kelly on piano, Paul Chambers on bass 
and Jimmy Cobb on drums, with several different saxophonists. Miles also continued 
his large ensemble collaborations with composer and arranger Gil Evans, producing 
the legendary Sketches of Spain and Miles Davis at Carnegie Hall.
Throughout his career, Davis constantly challenged himself by changing the 
personnel of his own groups to shape the musical context in which he would create 
and present his music. His new group with Tony Williams included George Coleman 
on tenor saxophone, and in the rhythm section, the like minded progressive young 
players Herbie Hancock on piano and Ron Carter on bass. This line up of musicians 
remained the same until late 1964, when tenor saxophonist Sam Rivers replaced 
George Coleman. Rivers’ stay was short lived; in 1965 Wayne Shorter left Art 
Blakey's “Jazz Messengers” specifically to join the band. This 1960's quintet, 
commonly referred to as Davis’ second ‘great’ quintet, saw his music expand into 
several new directions with the input of these highly skilled improvisers. These 
players were thoroughly conversant in Davis’ unique musical language and repertoire, 
with a strong command of the Bebop and post Bebop styles of playing and awareness 
of the jazz tradition. The musically inquisitive members of Davis’ new quintet fused 
this traditional knowledge with the developments from the post Ornette Coleman free 
jazz arena and the avant-garde, C20th classical traditions.
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The period 1963 - 1968 represented some of the most challenging and diverse music 
that Davis would produce within the acoustic jazz setting. The recordings from this 
period were the last, yet most progressive, in this setting before Rock and Electronic 
Music influences would become the dominant form of his artistic expression. This 
new phase in his music began with this quintet in 1968 - 69. Such albums as Miles in 
the Sky and Filles de Kilamanjaro prelude the all time seminal fusion album In a 
Silent Wav.
Chapter III - Methodology
This study will focus upon the following areas:
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1. The use of texture by Williams and its consequential effect on the soloists’ musical 
output.
2. Tension and release (resolution) as a result of the organisational devices employed 
by Williams.
3. Rhythmic interaction/dialogue between Williams and the two chosen soloists, 
pianist Herbie Hancock and trumpeter Miles Davis.
4. Thematic development and the structural elements in Williams’ drumming.
5. Williams’ use of specific instrumentation throughout the drum-kit part.
6. Repetition, non-repetition and the grades of repetition in Williams’ drumming.
7. Rhythmic development, density and poly-rhythmic activity.
The Two Selected Recordings
The representative recordings chosen for this study offer two contrasting examples of 
Williams’ drumming style from the mid 1960s. They occurred early in Williams’ 
career whilst he was still a member of Davis’ 1960s quintet. These recordings are 
with two of Williams’ most important musical collaborators, of his career Miles Davis 
and Herbie Hancock, musicians who represent pinnacles in performance practice of 
their respective instruments, piano and trumpet. The performances are also examples 
of Williams’ ensemble drumming in contrasting compositions.
“Oliloqui Valley” presents Williams playing in what could be described as classic 
acoustic jazz mode. His signature ride cymbal beat and fresh approach to post Bebop 
style is clearly demonstrated. Hancock’s brilliant compositional stye, rhythmic 
awareness and connection to Williams’ drumming are concisely displayed over his 
four chorus improvisation.
“Freedom Jazz Dance” presents a unique opportunity to investigate Williams 
performing with his most significant musical mentor Miles Davis. Williams’ 
drumming had developed significantly by this stage (1966) in line with Davis’ move 
towards fully embracing rock rhythms and electric instrumentation. The rationale for 
choosing to examine this piece is two fold; firstly it allows for a close look at the 
symbiotic musical relationship of Williams and Davis. This recording highlights 
many key interactive phrasing structures developed between Williams and Davis 
within the 1960s quintet. Secondly this study examines Williams’ early exploration 
of the fusion between jazz and rock based rhythms and/or ‘grooves’. The repetitious 
thematic rhythmic material evidenced in “Freedom Jazz Dance” hints at the ground 
breaking “In a Silent Way”, also featuring Williams.
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Ensemble Drumming
"Anybody can get on the drum set and get real fast. But how do you play with 
people, for people. Playing fast around the drum set is one thing. But how to 
play music, to play with people for others to listen to, that's something else. 
That's a whole other world." Tony Williams (Milkowski Master's Perspective 
78)
"There is an equal, if not greater, need to study the accompaniment mode of 
jazz drumming since traditionally this is the primary function of the jazz 
drummer." (Woodson 171).
This study focuses on the accompaniment role of Williams’ drumming and is a small 
step towards adding to the understanding of the role of the jazz drummer in the post 
Bebop ensemble. Although a highly individual and significant drum soloist, Williams’ 
major contributions to development of jazz drumming vocabulary were made via the 
concepts and advanced interactive abilities he presented within the ensemble. 
Williams’ highly interactive, structured phrasing compliments and inspires the 
soloist’s improvisation in these two ‘great’ jazz performances. To accompany, support 
and shape the music (composition and improvisation) is the reason drum parts were 
created by Williams; Williams’ drum parts in themselves are significant and can be 
analysed as isolated events, however these drum parts are so captivating because of 
their relationship to the compositions and improvisations.
As a practicing jazz drummer I have been continuously inspired by Williams’ multi­
directional drumming within the ensemble settings. Williams simultaneously 
communicates on several levels within the overall ensemble performance. He fulfils 
his role as an interactive accompanying player in the rhythm section whilst presenting 
dramatic contrasts and complex rhythmic interactions with the soloists. Williams’ 
knowledge of traditional jazz drumming techniques is always in evidence, but they 
are subtly manipulated and have been made uniquely his own, often using relatively 
simply pared back rhythms and instrumental combinations with seemingly limitless 
variations. The rhythmic intensity and drive of Williams’ drumming even in his most 
sparse and understated moments, always propels the music forward. By examining 
Williams’ drumming in relation to the two significant soloist improvisations and the 
compositions they are based upon, this study heads towards understanding a 
significant artist’s work in a specific context.
Traditionally the jazz drummer primarily played an accompanying or background role 
to support the soloist up until the Bebop era, when Max Roach and Kenny Clarke 
introduced a new level of interaction and dialogue to the jazz drumming tradition. 
With Davis this concept was further explored, and exaggerated in Williams’ playing 
where the drums can be observed as a main catalyst in the ensemble, often dictating 
the musical direction dynamically, metrically and texturally. Williams went further 
again in creating a musical environment where the drums participated in the musical 
dialogue on an equal footing with other members of the ensemble. Though Williams’ 
playing pushed the limits of the drums in this role, it is interesting to note that the 
precedence of this style of drumming can be observed in the early New Orleans
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drummers such as Baby Dodds and Zutty Singleton, whose interactions in the group 
improvisations common to the style formed an integral part of the foreground 
material.
Williams’ drumming style in acoustic jazz ensembles during his time with Davis’ 
Second Quintet was legendary. His influence on the music of the Miles Davis quintet 
and in those ensembles outside of that group with Herbie Hancock (and Ron Carter) 
has become a bench mark of modem jazz performance practice. Williams’s use of the 
ride cymbal and its effect on the voicing of rhythms across the drum kit can only 
really fully appreciated by examining its use in the ensemble. Williams’ combination 
of linear drum textures with more traditional ostinato, multiple-voiced drum parts 
throughout a given performance can be highlighted by the compositions and soloist 
improvisation that inspired them.
Williams’s contribution to the overall tension and release throughout the 
performances is achieved by specific rhythmic devices and their effect on the textural 
density. His drumming style often involves a large degree of subtle variations and 
changes tempered by the repetition of key rhythms and instrumental choices. Once 
again it is the context of the composition, its internal structure and the development of 
the soloist improvisation that informs Williams’ musical choices. Categorising the 
repetitive and non-repetitive aspects of Williams’ drumming has been beneficial to 
my understanding of his unique style. His ability to counterpoint or reinforce the 
rhythmic textural developments at any given point in a given performance is 
exemplary. Specific rhythmic structures involving poly metric and rhythmic forms are 
an important part of Williams’ rhythmic syntax. This part of Williams’ drumming 
style can only be fully appreciated by looking at the juxtaposition of the drum part 
against the underlying metre, generally expressed by Williams in conjunction with the 
other members of the ensemble, and against the composition or soloist improvisation.
The Soloists 
1. Herbie Hancock
Historically, piano and drums have always had interlocking roles in the rhythm 
section. Their affinity as members of the percussion family has previously been 
explored in the jazz tradition through their role accompanying instruments of the 
rhythm section; here, we will explore that relationship further through the interaction 
of two specific players. Herbie Hancock and Tony Williams are prime exponents of 
the contemporary jazz style of the 1960s. Their ability to combine knowledge of the 
Bebop and post Bebop styles aligned with their intuitive understanding of the jazz 
tradition in creating a new approach to jazz and is a primary motive for investigating 
their work together.
As musicians, Hancock and Williams’ experience in Miles Davis’ 1960s quintet was 
fundamental in developing a synchronistic and adventurous relationship; this 
influence continued in Hancock’s recording of this composition and overall band 
leadership. The piano and drums are self-accompanying instruments, displaying a 
similarity in that independent parts are played simultaneously; the snare drum, bass 
drum and hi-hat cymbals are played against the ride cymbal, and in many ways this
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mirrors the pianist's left hand chord-accompaniment of the melodic right hand line. As 
a soloist, Hancock creates improvised melodic phrases with self-accompanying 
chordal figures, simultaneously connecting to Williams’ drum figurations.
2. Miles Davis
The relationship between brass and percussion goes back to jazz’s earliest roots in the 
New Orleans marching bands. The trumpet’s ability to play attacking, biting rhythmic 
lines, aside from its mellow lyrical qualities, has long been employed by the leading 
trumpet players throughout jazz history. This has created a unique musical affinity in 
jazz between the trumpet and drums. Davis’ awareness of rhythm, and manipulation 
of the percussive instrumental techniques available on the trumpet, helps form one of 
the most unique phrasing styles in jazz. Williams’ knowledge of, and response to, 
Davis’ rhythmic phrasing language throughout the performance of "Freedom Jazz 
Dance" expands the conventions of drums/trumpet interaction.
In discussing the solo horn (brass or reeds) improviser’s relation to the accompanying 
drummer Monson states
The Soloist's phrasing, ... functions analogously to the drummer’s left hand in 
a general sense. ... What the two have most in common is a rhythmic 
independence characterized by offbeat phrasing. The musical excitement of 
this phrasing, however, derives from the juxtaposition of this rhythmic 
independence against a relatively stable background. (Monson diss. 170)
This statement holds true in Williams and Davis’ performance of "Freedom Jazz 
Dance". However, not only are the soloist’s phrases juxtaposed, often the roles are 
reversed with Davis centring and stabilising the music as Williams takes the musical 
foreground.
Two Contrasting Compositions: Formal Structure and Rhythmic Characteristics
This study examines Williams’ recorded performances of two stylistically contrasting 
compositions within the post Bebop style. Apart from their differing melodic and 
harmonic structures, which are integral to the compositions and subsequent 
improvisations, it is the characteristic formal structure and rhythmic nature of the two 
compositions which is of importance to this study. This study will examine Williams’ 
drumming as it relates to, and is influenced by, these two key aspects of the 
compositions.
The 'medium -  up' tempo of "Oliloqui Valley’s” 1/4 note = 180 pulse is maintained 
throughout this performance. "Oliloqui Valley" utilizes two contrasting rhythmic feels 
throughout the presentation of the melody. One of these feels, the jazz swing four 
feel, is deliberately adhered to throughout Hancock's improvisation. The swing feel is 
one of the primary rhythmic elements of jazz. Williams playing of this feel redefined 
its use within the post Bebop ensemble to the present day.
The tempo of "Freedom Jazz Dance” at 1/4 note pulse = 200 is considerably faster
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than that of “Oliloqui Valley”. Substantially when employing jazz based swing 
phrasing. However it is the underlying 1/2 note pulse (=100) which is also 
emphasised throughout the melodic statement and the improvisation that allows the 
combining of jazz swing rhythms and half time rock rhythms. Both Williams and 
Davis playing on “Freedom Jazz Dance” pointed to the direction jazz rhythmic 
structures would develop in the following decade, jazz / rock fusion era of the 1970's.
The contrasting formal structure of these compositions allows a close examination of 
Williams’ drumming in two different settings. “Oliloqui Valley” employs an 
interesting 28 measure (ABAC) formal chorus structure that is maintained throughout 
the improvisation. This formal structure informs Williams’ ordering of rhythmic 
events in “Oliloqui Valley” and provides the framework for examining Williams’ 
drumming. “Freedom Jazz Dance” employs a one part structure for the melody. There 
is no specific (pre ordained) chorus structure for the improvisation. However the 
rhythmic organisation and phrasing abilities of both Davis and Williams gives the 
music its sense of form.
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Methodology Part II
The Two Part Score
This study combines my own transcription of Williams’ drum part with of previously 
available transcriptions of the compositions and Hancock and Davis’ improvisations. 
The transcription of “Oliloqui Valley” and Hancock’s improvisation were sourced 
from one book, Bill Dobbins’ Herbie Hancock: Classic Jazz Compositions and Piano 
Solos. The clear and accurate presentation of both composition and improvisation 
made this the ideal choice for this study. There were no additions or corrections made 
to Dobbins’ transcription of Hancock's composition and improvisation.
The transcription of Eddie Harris’ composition “Freedom Jazz Dance” was produced 
be myself with reference to the transcribed version in the Just Jazz Real Book. This 
transcription was amended slightly to incorporate the Davis quintet’s elongated 
arrangement of the tune. The transcription of Davis’ improvisation on “Freedom Jazz 
Dance” was sourced from David Baker’s The Jazz Style of Miles Davis folio of 
transcriptions and basic analysis. Several corrections were made to the rhythmic 
placement of Davis’ phrases. Baker’s transcription did not include any of the shifts in 
time signature which I believe are necessary to accurately display Davis’ 
improvisation. These changes in time signature are now part of the two part score 
presented here.
The transcription of the drum part is presented on a single stave. The standard drum 
notation with specific note heads and placement of the instruments of the drum kit has 
been used in this study (Appendix I). The transcriptions in this study can be easily 
read and performed from the transcriptions by any advanced drummer with the basic 
knowledge of drum kit notation.
Rhythmic Organisation
• Structural Devices
Williams uses several key structural devices as part of his organisation of the drum 
part drawing from the formal structure and rhythmic schemes of the compositions and 
the underlying rhythmic feel and specific subdivisions from the compositions.
At times Williams uses a high degree of repetition to create the drum parts. This can 
be easily observed in the thematic drum figurations of "Freedom Jazz Dance" and the 
static back ground accompaniments throughout "Oliloqui Valley". In contrast to the 
repetitive aspects of Williams drumming he often uses subtle variations of key 
rhythmic figures to structure his part. These variations are often heard on single 
voices (ride cymbal) or between two and three voices (ride cymbal, snare and hi-hats) 
of the drum kit.
Williams combines the structural elements with specific instrumental combinations 
available from the standard drum kit to create specific textures and density within the 
drum part. Williams’s unique technical abilities and awareness of texture sees him 
explore the drum kit as a single unified instrument possessing seven distinct voices.
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"... he creates separate unique linear ideas featuring individual instruments, or 
pairs of instruments, or various combinations in integrated, constantly 
unfolding gestures of drums and cymbal sound." (Berliner 709)
• Instrumentation
In the standard jazz drum kit used for these two performances, Williams has seven 
different instruments at his disposal. These are the ride, crash and hi-hat cymbals, the 
snare and bass drums, the small tom-tom and the floor mounted tom-tom. These 
instruments can be played singularly (solo) or in unison (up to four voices) with each 
other. Williams creates his drum kit accompaniment from specifically controlled 
instrumental combinations within the drum kit. In common with Bebop and post 
Bebop drumming styles. Williams focuses a large amount of rhythmic development 
on the ride cymbal. These ride cymbal figures are often supported by interdependent 
snare, bass drum and hi-hat figures in unison or a linear fashion. His use of limited 
instrumental choices and its subsequent effect on the overall texture is a key feature of 
the whole performance.
• Rhythmic Activity
High levels of rhythmic activity occur on several levels between the soloists and 
drums. Williams and the soloists’s create a musical dialogue forming a conversation 
on a rhythmic level. With Hancock there is a close relationship between his rhythmic 
schemes, his placement of the phrases and the accompaniment patterns. The accenting 
of the off beat l/8th notes by Williams and Hancock is a common rhythmic device 
throughout this whole performance.
There is also a close relationship between Davis’s rhythmic schemes and placement of 
phrases and Williams’s drumming. Williams’s counter balance and counter point to 
Davis’s asymmetrical and syncopated phrases is a regular feature of the performance. 
Two specific drum figures highlighting the 1/4 note pulse and the half time feel are 
utilized by Williams throughout the performance.
• Linear and Unison Drumming Techniques
In modem jazz drumming terminology, "linear" drumming refers to the practice of 
playing a rhythmic phrase on separate single voices of the drum kit avoiding any 
multiple voice or unison notes. The ride cymbal would often lead this style of playing 
with the snare drum with the hi-hat filling in around it. The practice of playing unison 
notes between two or more voices of the drum kit was not new to jazz drumming, and 
linear drum patterns are employed extensively by Williams. Multiple-voiced drum 
patterns are used regularly throughout this performance giving the phrases added 
density and further emphasis to certain rhythmic phrases. This playing of unison 
phrases contrasts markedly with the linear drum patterns and Williams can be heard 
quite often shifting between the two distinct textures.
Terminology
Throughout this study there is particular terminology used to describe Williams 
drumming and its relationship to the composition and soloist's improvisation. The
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terminology at times refers to Williams drum part, the given soloists improvisation or 
melodic phrases in isolation.
The term DF. 7 is an abbreviation of Drum Figure (in this case) number one.
Terms such as 'drum figures' and ' drum figurations' are generally one measure 
patterns played on the whole drum kit. Specific 'figures' outside of the abbreviated 
ones (DF. 1 DF. 2 etc) such as snare drum or ride cymbal 'figures' refer to that 
individual instruments part in the measure.
The term USM is an abbreviation of Unison Structural Marker. This occurs when 
Williams plays rhythmic figures at the same time as the soloist and outlines a specific 
part of the chorus structure of the composition. Williams and the soloist also accent 
key rhythmic figures together which do not necessarily confirm to the over riding 
chorus structure. At times these are referred to as U. A (Unison Accents).
Williams and the soloists often paraphrase, that is restate almost exactly, specific 
rhythmic figures in the improvisation. These paraphrases are labelled P. 1, P. 2 in the 
order in which they occur.
Studies of the Davis 1960*s Quintet
There are a small but growing number of available studies of Miles Davis 1960's 
quintet at present. This is also true of study done in the important area of jazz 
ensemble interaction, as Tod Coolman has noted in his thesis on the Miles Davis 
1960's quintet,
"For the most part, jazz has been analysed in the context of individual 
improvised linear solos, taken out of context of the musical environment from 
which they came, without any attention given to the other instruments in the 
group and how they interact." (Coolman 40).
Two works that have been important the study of Williams drumming are: Tod 
Coolman’s dissertation The Miles Davis Quintet of the Mid-1960's: Synthesis of 
Improvised and Compositional Elements, and Paul F. Berliner's Thinking in Jazz:The 
Infinite Art of Improvisation.
Coolman
Coolman's dissertation has been an important reference for this study of Williams 
drumming style. Giving a detailed transcription and analysis of three performances of 
Davis's 1960's quintet Coolman's study examines all five players’ performances on 
each of the selected compositions. The broad base of Coolman's study examines all 
three aspects, melodic, harmonic and rhythmic of the ensembles composition and 
improvisational techniques
Of significance is Coolman's transcription of the whole ensembles performance 
including Williams drum part, allowing the reader to observe the drumming in context 
of a full score. Throughout Coolman's analysis several aspects of interest regarding 
William's ensemble drumming style are discussed. Both the transcription and analysis 
presented in Coolman’s dissertation have been beneficial for the further examination
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of Williams drumming style.
Berliner
Berliner's excellent work, Thinking in Jazz: The Infinite Art of Improvisation includes 
a transcription and analysis of a segment from a performance by Davis's 1960's 
quintet. The performance chosen by Berliner is the live recorded performance of "I 
Thought About You" by the Davis quintet in 1964. This was of benefit to my 
examination of Williams drumming in that it included: Firstly an accurate 
transcription of Williams drum part presented within a score of the whole ensembles 
performance. Secondly Berliner offered a contrasting perspective on Williams 
ensemble drumming through his analysis of the whole ensemble performance by 
Davis's 1960’s quintet.
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Chapter IV - “Oliloqui Valley”
Analysis Part I
"Oliloqui Valley" is one of four original compositions written and arranged by Herbie 
Hancock from his landmark recording Empyrean Isles. The compact disc release of 
the original L.P album contains two versions of "Oliloqui Valley"; it is the original 
version, recorded later in the session, as opposed to the 'alternate take' of the 
composition, that will be examined in this study. Recorded in one session at the Rudy 
Van Gelder Studio, NJ on June 17, 1964's Empyrean Isles is Hancock's fourth 
recording as a leader for Blue Note Records. Hancock's quartet includes himself on 
piano, Freddie Hubbard on comet, Ron Carter on bass and Williams on drums.
Discussing Williams' contribution to Miles Davis' 1960s quintet and his musical 
connection to drumming, Herbie Hancock said,
"Tony Williams was a phenomenon. Nobody was playing like him. He was 
creating a whole new approach to drumming and we actually 'clicked.'" (qtd. 
in Coolman 27).
This statement might just as easily have been made of their work together on 
“Oliloqui Valley”, and this performance offers an excellent opportunity to investigate 
the 'phenomenon' of Williams' rhythmic syntax in a contained and understated yet 
intense performance. Controlled intensity from Hancock, and clearly defined detail to 
the drumming, demonstrate the 'click' that Hancock is referring to.
The analysis of Williams' drumming on "Oliloqui Valley" involved breaking down 
(the transcription of) Hancock's composition and his playing of it into smaller 
segments within the basic formal structure. These smaller segments show, for 
example, the specific phrases and their lengths, underlying rhythmic feels and chordal 
figurations. Once outlined, the smaller segment's phrases and their rhythmic schemes 
allowed a more detailed investigation of the construction of the drum part, including 
Williams' textural devices.
The analysis of the opening statement of the composition reveals several key devices 
of rhythmic organisation and instrumentation Williams employs throughout the whole 
performance. "Oliloqui Valley's" formal structure, rhythmic scheme and feels create a 
reference point that inform the ensuing improvisation. Williams and Hancock's 
rhythmic interaction evidenced in the melodic statement is a microcosm of then- 
approach throughout the improvisation.
The following improvisation by Hancock and Williams's creation of the drum part 
follows the chorus structure of the composition. Therefore an analysis of the 
composition and understanding of its chorus structure provides the framework to 
investigate Williams drumming in response to Hancock's improvisation.
Segments 1 - 4 :  The Melodic Statement
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Segment 1 (measures 1-5)
Bass ostinato only, no drums
Segment la (measures 5 -  16)
Only two voices of the drum kit are employed in this segment:
The snare drum played with brushes and the hi-hat cymbals.
The sparse texture from the brushes and hi-hats help maintain the brooding quality 
and tension of this segment.
In measures 5 - 8 ,  Williams accompanies Ron Carter's introductory bass ostinato. The 
straight 178th notes subdivisions of the opening bass ostinato continue in the melody. 
The drums enter in measure 5 with DT. 1 (drum texture 1) which continues till 
measure 16. Brush figurations are played with both hands and combine light staccato 
rhythms with underlying legato swishes (not notated). DT. 1 is only heard in the 
statement of the melody.
First Unison Structural Marker. (USM. 1)
The first unison structural marker at measure 9 marks Hancock entrance. Williams 
duplicates Hancock's dotted 1/4 note and l/8th note figures on the drums. The 
rhythmic figuration (off beat on 2&) of USM. 1 adds syncopation and forward motion 
to the composition .USM. 1 is also unifying device, reinforcing the beginning of the 
melody and hence the formal structure. This is maintained whilst fulfilling the role of 
the drummer as time keeper.
Williams drum part operates on two levels of rhythm and texture simultaneously.
His brush pattern connects with Hancock's left hand accompanying ostinato whilst 
weaving a separate layer of rhythm. Williams drum accompaniment provides a 
rhythmic counterpoint to the melodies and interlocking ostinatos as well as becoming 
a loosely repeated two measure pattern.
This can be seen in measure 9-11 (where the open hi-hat on beat 1 and accented 2& 
on the snare drum 4& on the closed hi-hat, connect with the Hancock's ostinato.)
Segment 2 (measures 16 -  20)
This segment begins with a second unison structural marker USM. 2. The two off beat 
accentuations stated in measure 16 by piano chordal figure and drums, heralds a 
change of rhythmic feel to 'swing' / triplet based l/8th notes. The swing feel, first 
introduced in here shall become the rhythmic focus for Hancock's improvisation..
The USM. 2 causes a partial release of tension built up in the A section and signals the 
new B section . Syncopated off beat accents propel the music forward into the new 
section.
The rhythmic scheme of USM. 2, becomes a common reference for Williams and 
Hancock throughout the improvisation.
Textural Instrument Change
Williams playing of USM. 2 makes a striking change to the drum part, introducing 
sticks. In measure 16 Williams plays the accents on combined bass drum (lowest
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voice of the drum kit) and snare and open hi-hats for dramatic effect
The second drum texture, DT. 2 is introduced in measure 17 can be broadly described 
that of the drum kit played with the sticks with a focus on the ride cymbal.
Measure 1 7 - 2 0  sees Williams focuses on the sparse texture and the swing ride 
cymbal figures. Single voice for measure 17-18 contrasts the increased melodic and 
rhythmic activity of the B section.
The small tom-tom in measure 20 is an interesting instrumental choice by Williams. 
The small tom-tom played solo (not in unison with any other voice of the drum kit) is 
part of Williams linear approach to performing rhythms across the drum kit.
Rhythmic Scheme
Up until measure 19 the rhythmic construction of the composition has utilized only 
1/4 and 178th note derived rhythms. Williams drumming has also followed this pattern. 
The 1716th note flourish in the melody at measure 19 is a slight diversion from the 
rhythmic subdivision utilized in the composition. The swing feel of section B presents 
another rhythmic subdivision based on triplets subdivisions.
Hancock's chordal figures seen in measures 19 and 20 introduces imply 3:2 poly 
rhythm that the triplet based rhythms easily facilitate. Williams uncannily connects 
with these chordal figures playing 3& on the bass drum (measure 19) and the 2& on 
the tom-tom (measure 20) accurately giving weight to the poly rhythm.
Segment 3 (measures 21 - 28)
Repeat of section A: Williams returns to the brushes DT. 1. The USM. 1 is repeated 
immediately (Hancock and Williams) following the form of the first A section. 
Williams repeats the texture and straight l/8th note rhythmic figures almost exactly 
from the previous a section. However the bass drum and open hi-hat add definition to 
the dotted 178th note rhythm of the ostinato. The extra emphasis given to the bass 
drum in the drum texture (measure 21) helps facilitate the quick change over to 
brushes.
The use of sparse texture confirms the quiet brooding / tension building nature of this 
section.
Having again established the rhythmic and textural combinations in the first A section 
Williams repeats it with only a slight change
Hancock and Williams repeat the USM. 2 (the rhythmic accentuation figure to 
conclude the A section. This structural marker, again, signals change of rhythmic feel 
back to swing, and a return to DT. 2.
Segment 4 (measures 29 -  36)
Williams returns to the ride cymbal as main rhythmic focus for the contrasting C 
section. Once again the composition has become increasingly active in both melodic 
and harmonic rhythm. Williams responds as before to contrasts using the primarily
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sparse single voice texture of the ride cymbal.
Structural Marking and Paraphrase (Close to the phrase)
USM.3
In measure 36 Hancock heavily accents beats 1, 2 and 4& to concluding the statement 
of the melody. Williams joins Hancock on beat 2 with the open hi-hat and follows 
with the syncopated crashed ride cymbal and bass drum on 4&, creating the third 
unison structural marker.
The instrumentation of the opened hi-hat provides a sparse and sharp voicing to the 
strong accent of the hi-hat (likened to a full stop) on beat 2 before the next anticipated 
4& ride cymbal beat launching the improvisation.
USM.3 possesses a rhythmic displacement of the two offbeat accentuations in USM. 
2 now placed on beats 1 and 2. The strong dramatic heavily accented up beat (4&) is 
present in both USM. 3 and USM. 2
The strong unison accentuation on the & of beat 4 is a punctuation point in the 
performance and a key part of the rhythmic syntax.
The emphasis by Williams and Hancock of last l/8th note of a measure is a common 
rhythmic meeting point between the two players and Williams reiterates it constantly 
throughout the improvisation.
Its placement gives rhythmic forward motion to the piece.
The utilization of USM. 3 by Williams and Hancock throughout the improvisation 
recalls the melodic structure, provides unity and links the improvisation to the 
composition.
Conclusion to the Analysis of the Melodic Statement
So far we have seen Williams constructing a drum part very much linked to the 
formal boundaries of the composition. Williams has made very definite and rapid 
changes in instrumental combinations to outline the formal structure with Hancock. 
Williams subtle manipulation of instrumental combinations and their role in creating 
specific textural changes is highly focused.
Two basic rhythmic feels have been presented throughout the statement of the 
melody.
The composition and Williams drumming has made use of a relatively limited amount 
of differing rhythmic subdivisions. The rhythmic construction of the composition and 
the drum accompaniment focuses primarily on 1/4 and 178th notes (straight and triplet 
based) subdivisions.
Three important rhythmic figures have been outlined as well in the form of Unison 
Structural Markers. As we shall see these now these become referential material in the 
following improvisation.
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Williams performance throughout Herbie Hancock’s improvised piano solo
Hancock's improvisation is four 'choruses' in length marked, 1.Chorus, 2.Chorus, 2. 
etc, in the Transcription.
Each chorus of the improvisation conforms to the chorus structure of the original 
melodic material. A, B, A, C (8/4/8/8).
Hancock's improvisation consists of forty separate phrases which will be identified 
by the chorus in which they occur eg 1.1, 1.2, in 1. Chorus, 2.1, 2.2 in 2.Chorus etc. 
These phrases consist of a melodic line accompanied by left hand chordal 
accompaniment patterns. Only one phrase is played in it entirety without a 
accompaniment chordal figure at measure 112 (3.5).
Throughout the improvisation Hancock plays thirty four (34) connecting chordal 
figurations between the improvised 'phrases'. These figurations, which will be referred 
to as 'connectors' and have been labelled l.a, l.b relating also to the chorus in which 
they occur.
General Trends
Accenting
"The idea of playing off of a resolution point brings us to what I call the 8/8 
concept. There are eight resolution points in a bar: the four downbeats and the 
four upbeats.
The & Of land The & of 3 To me, these feel like an elbow in the ribs; they 
have kind of a jerky feeling that wakes you up. They also remind me of a 
contraction; they have a 'pulling in' kind of motion. They are very effective 
because they tend to propel the music. "
"The & Of 2 and The & of 4 To me these are the opposite of the previous 
feeling; they are like an expansion rather than a contraction. They are a 
stretching -  a leaning forward." (Moses 10)
The rhythmic feel of the accenting of 1& and 3& in the 4/4 is highlighted by John 
Riley's in his discussion of Williams drumming in Style and Analysis when he states
" preferring instead to create deceptive cadences. ... by playing a fill that 
climaxed early -  very often on one of the two most unsettling points in the 
measure -  the & of beats 1 or 3 ..." (Riley 101).
These four points in the measure of 4/4 are crucial to the accentuation patterns 
Williams and Hancock employ throughout the whole performance. These off beat 
rhythms are as central to Williams's highly syncopated drumming style, as they are to 
jazz syncopation in general.
The reader can observe the accentuations often in the ride cymbal alone, the unison 
ride cymbal and snare patterns as well as in the individual ride cymbal 
accompaniments on the snare and bass drums and the hi-hat.
This tendency to favour accenting these four parts of the measure is used to great
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effect by Williams throughout the improvisation.
Ride cymbal
• Ride cymbal in the melodic statement
Williams' primary instrumental focus is the ride cymbal. The ride cymbal is central to 
Williams overall rhythmic development and the interlocking instrumental voices he 
uses to create the drum part.
The four primary ride cymbal figurations are the traditional ride cymbal beat (T.l), 
the reversed traditional ride cymbal beat (Rl), the unaltered statement of the quarter 
note pulse ( Q.l) and the "shuffle" full measure of swing eighth note (S.l). Williams 
features these and variations of four basic patterns central to modem jazz drumming 
practice.
See Appendix I
Williams utilizes eight different ride cymbal figurations throughout the presentation 
of the melody. These ride cymbal figurations are variations upon two rhythmic 
patterns common to standard jazz drumming practice. These are the traditional ride 
cymbal beat and the reverse of that ride cymbal beat.
In the A and C sections of the melodic statement there are 10 measures where 
Williams plays the ride cymbal as the primary time keeping part. In this short time 
Williams uses seven different ride cymbal figures. The most prevalent ride cymbal 
figuration Williams uses throughout the melodic statement is the traditional ride 
cymbal rhythm. T.Jv, a slight variation on the traditional ride cymbal figure, and is 
played 3 times.
Table 1: "Olioqui Valley” Ride Cymbal Figures in the Melodic Statement.
Traditional Ride 
Cymbal Figures
Reversed Ride 
Cymbal Figures
Traditional l.var 3 Reversed. 2 2
Traditional. 3 1 Reversed. 3 1
Traditional. 4 1 Reversed. 4 1
Traditional. 6 1
Total 6 4
• Ride Cymbal in the Improvisation:
Throughout the improvisation Williams develops the ride cymbal figurations 
extensively. There is an almost equal proportion of traditional {T.l-.5) and reversed 
ride cymbal (R.l - 6 )  cymbal figurations (32 and 33 measures respectively). Also 
included in the ride cymbal part is extensive use of the quarter note ride cymbal figure 
with 27 measures of this rhythm. The 'shuffle' based patterns are the least frequently 
used.
The shifting between the different ride cymbal figures is often used to create a feeling 
of shifting metres over the 4/4 pulse.
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The underlying 4/4 pulse is never abandoned but the implied superimposition of two 
and three beat groupings, that is 3/4 and 2/4, creates a buoyant / fluid time scheme. 
The ride cymbal figurations easily imply combinations of 2 and 3 beat metres.
Prime examples of this super imposition occur from measure 62 -  64 where the 12 
beats that make up the 3 measures of 4/4 are divided up into 4 measures of 3/4.
See Appendix I.
Following on from there measure 65 -  66, 121-122, 123 -124 and 125 -  126 all 
demonstrates a 3/4, 3/4 and 2/4 division of the 8 beats that comprise each 2 measure 
section.
Table 2: "Oliloqui Valley” Ride cymbal figures in the Improvisation.
Traditional
Figures
Reversed
Figures
Quarter Note 
figures
Shuffle
Figures
Traditional. 1 4 Reversed. 1 7 Quarter Note. 21 Shuffle. 1 8
Traditional. 1 
variation.
4 Reversed. 1 
variation
6 Shuffle.2 3
Traditional.2 9 Reversed.2 8 Shuffle.3 3
Traditional. 3 10 Reversed.3 3
Traditional. 3 
variation
1 Reversed. 3 
variation
2
Traditional.4 2 Reversed.4 4
Traditional. 4 
variation
1 Reversed. 5 1
Traditional. 5 
variation
1 Reversed.6
variation
2
Total: 32 33 21 14
Metric Possibilities
John Riley writes about implied time and metric super imposition
" . . .  rhythm sections were ... creating a different feeling or mood ...These 
intensity surges were accomplished by superimposing a new time feeling or 
some unusual rhythmic groupings over the original time feel." (Riley 32)
There are several poly metric devices employed by Hancock and Williams throughout 
the improvisation.
1. The 3:2 that is 3 evenly spaced beats over the 2 underlying 1/4 note pulses. 
Commonly notated as 1/4 note triplet rhythm (also poly rhythmic)
2. 3: 4 that are 3 evenly spaced beats over the 4 metric pulses in 4/4. Derived by 
accenting every fourth 1/8^ note triplet.
3. Super imposing 3 beat groupings (3/4) over the 4/4 pulse
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Terminating and Initiating phrases.
Two significant rhythmic phrasing devices Williams employs throughout the entire 
piano improvisation are terminating and initiating phrases. Terminating phrasing 
refers to Williams’ specific placement of drum figures which state a final punctuation 
to the soloist’s phrase.
Initiating phrases are specific drum figures that see Williams introduce a rhythmic 
idea which can be taken up or expanded upon by the soloist. These phrases in effect 
draw out a response from the soloist in the ensuing improvisation.
Connectors
These connectors are rhythmic links between Hancock's improvised phrases and 
Williams drumming.
Williams responds to improvised melodic phrases and their supporting left hand 
accompaniment patterns and/or the stand alone 'connector' figures. Hancock responds 
to William's accompaniment drum figures, often leaving space for them to be heard. 
This syncopated offbeat emphasis and dialogue between the drums and piano is a key 
rhythmic characteristic of the whole performance. It gives the music its sense of 
forward motion and as well as focus between the soloist and drums.
The connectors and the left hand accompaniment patterns start and finish on the l/8th 
note upbeats.
There is only 10 occasion throughout the whole performance where Hancock's 
accompaniment figures (i.e. supporting the solo phrases) don't occur on an offbeat.
William's snare, bass drum and hi-hat accompanying parts also tend towards these off 
beats that join with Hancock's accompaniment and connector rhythms. A great 
degree of unison occurs between Hancock's accompaniment and connector rhythms 
and Williams snare, bass drum and hi-hat parts.
The swing feel, first introduced in the composition, continues on from the final C 
section into the improvisation. This rhythmic feel will be firmly maintained 
throughout the whole improvisation by both Williams and Hancock's concise 
rhythmic vocabulary. This limited rhythmic vocabulary 1/4 notes, l/8ths and 1/8^ 
note triplets form the limited vocabulary.
Analysis Part II: “Oliloqui Valley” - Herbie Hancock’s Solo
Segment 5 (measures 36 -  44)
In segment 5 Williams's use of limited instrumental choices is ongoing from the 
statement of the melody. The drum part is constructed with no more than three voices 
being used at any time. This limited instrumentation applies to the whole of the first 
chorus (segments 5, 6 and 7). The ride cymbal, which is always present, provides the 
main rhythmic focus of the drum part.
Syncopated eighth note phrasing is established in the opening segment 5 by both 
Williams and Hancock. Williams snare drum figures observed in l.a  on 2&, and in 
1.3 on 4&, join with Hancock's connector and accompaniment figures giving a sense 
of unity and rhythmic cohesion from the beginning of the improvisation .Hancock's
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improvisation opening statement 1.1 begins on the last 1 /8th note of measure 36 as a 
part of USM.3.
Williams paraphrases the rhythmic material from several key rhythmic elements 
drawn from the melody in his drum part.
The drum figure in measure 42 recalls the rhythmic figure USM.3 and is labelled P. 7, 
(paraphrase one of USM.3). The accentuation is on beats 1 and 2 (unison cymbal and 
snare).
P.l is a unifying device is used often throughout the improvisation
Williams counterpoints Hancock's phrase at measure 42. The placement of bass drum 
on beat four punctuates the piano phrase and can be seen as a subtle terminating of 
Hancock's phrase 1.3.
Segment 6 (measures 45 — 52)
In response to Hancock's and rhythmically active parts Williams introduces the 
reverse ride pattern in measure 47 and continues with slight variations until measure 
52.
The repeated ride cymbal pattern creates a form of rhythmic stasis which 
counterpoints the rhythmic activity of the piano.
Hancock develops a 3:4 metric superimposition across the triplets. Hancock and 
Williams connect on unison accent 4& in measure 52 underneath the continuing 
triplet 4 note grouping. Williams returns to time keeping stating the underlying pulse 
with quarter note cymbal figure {Q. 1).
The instrumental combination in segment 6 reintroduces the open hi-hat first heard 
during the melodic statement. Williams's linear drumming technique employs the 
open hi-hat to replace part of the original reversed ride cymbal figure by spreading the 
simple rhythm across two instruments.
Segment 7 (measures 53 — 56)
♦
Hancock's 4 note grouped triplets continues until measure55. Williams counterpoints 
the triplet phrasing with sparse texture and simplified rhythms.
Williams exact repetition of P.l underneath Hancock's descending phrase at measure 
55 finishes on the down beat of measure 56.
In measure 56 Williams terminates Hancock's phrase 1.7 on the & of 1 with a snare 
drum accent.
The 4& combined Bass drum / ride cymbal accent anticipates the change to the C 
section of the formal structure.
Section 8 (measures 57 -  65)
In Measure 60 the second paraphrase of USM. 3 labelled P. 2 occurs.
P.2 has the emphasized down beats (1 and 2) and the accented offbeat 4& mirroring
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the rhythmic scheme of measure 36.
The 4& bass drum is a unison accent with Hancock's chordal accompaniment figure 
1.9.
In measure 62 Williams repeats P. 1 with a variation of instrumentation using the hi- 
hat on beat 4.
In measure 64, Williams stops the ride cymbal for the last two beats to signal the end 
of first chorus. In this two beat break from the ride cymbal Williams plays a straight 
1716th note snare drum figure. This is the only time that 1/16th notes are used by 
Williams in the whole performance analysed in this study. This controlled light drum 
texture is placed against Hancock's triplet rhythmic pattern.
Williams’ change to just snare drum (as opposed to cymbal or cymbal/snare accent) 
highlights the end of the form.
Segment 9 (measures 65 -  72)
Measure 65 marks the beginning of Chorus 2. Hancock's triplet phrase 1.11 has 
continued into the new Chorus.2 slightly blurring the formal structure.
Williams responds with unison phrasing on 1& (phrase 1.11) and connector 2& ( 
phrase 2. a) Further emphasis is added by Williams's bass drum on beat 4.
Hancock's phrases 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 (first three phrases of segment 9) continue to build 
tension through their triplet rhythmic activity .
Williams is time keeping with the ride cymbal and interjecting l/8th note snare, 
closed hi-hat and bass drum accompaniment throughout the segment.
Measure 67 includes a reverse of the P. 1 figure (Label P. lr ) with beat 3 and 4 played 
on the snare drum.
In measure 69 -  70 Hancock's builds tension in triplet phrase 2.4 with a metric 
superimposition of 3/4 over 4/4 and Williams' Q.l ride cymbal figure provides a 
rhythmic counterpoint to this phrase.
In measure 72 Hancock’s phrase 2.5 includes a unison accent with Williams’s bass 
drum figure on the & of beat 4. The unison accent outlines the formal structure of the 
piece and the move into Section B of chorus 2.
Segment 10 (measures 73 -  80)
Williams actively initiates and builds the rhythmic intensity throughout this segment. 
Measure 73 - 7 6  observe Williams playing syncopated off beats on the bass drum to 
form many strong punctuations.
In measure 76 Williams plays a combined Rim Shot / Cymbal accent. This accent 
outlines the end of the four measure Section B.
In Phrase 2.7 Hancock increases the rhythmic tension by building to the apex of his 
solo before leaving a 1 V2 measure space. In measures 79 -  80 Williams terminates
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Hancock's phrase with a striking figuration. This figuration (P.3) paraphrases 
Hancock's triplet based 3:4 metric superimpositions from measure 69.
P. 3 ends in measure 80 with a dramatic crash cymbal and bass drum accentuation. 
This is the first time the crash cymbal is heard in William's drum part and Williams 
does not employ it again until the final measure of the improvisation.
Segment 11 (measures 81 -  84)
Hancock's descending phrase 2.8 answers Williams's drum figure. In measure 81 
Williams returns to the time keeping mode. Williams predominantly uses sparse two 
and three voice textures in his time keeping patterns throughout segment 11.
In measure 83 Williams repeats P. Ir. Hancock’s phrase utilizes the same rhythm as 
the traditional ride cymbal figure. Both players continue to stabilize the musical 
tension until the end of the segment.
Segment 12 (measures 85-92)
Measure 85 begins section C of Chorus. 2.
In this segment Williams plays a unison accent with Hancock’s chordal 
accompaniments figures four times. These all occur on the &’s of beat 4 as both 
players slowly build the rhythmic activity towards the end of chorus.
In Measure 90 Williams's drum figure paraphrases USM. 3 (labelled P. 2) and 
includes a unison accent on the & of beat 4 with Hancock. However P.2 in measure 
90 is not formal structural marker as it was in segment 8.
Measure 91 -  93: Hancock's phrase 2.12 reintroduces the triplet groupings to build 
rhythmic tension. The tension is confirmed by Williams who adds strong open hi-hat 
accents in measure 92. In between measures 92 and 93 Williams uses a linear drum 
figure on the 'crashed' open hi-hats and snare drum. The 'crashed' hi-hats were in also 
used in the USM. 3 of measure 36.
Segment 13 (measures 93 -  101)
In Measure 93: Williams and Hancock connect on a strong unison downbeat. As 
stated previously there is only 10 occasion throughout the whole performance where 
Hancock's accompaniment patterns do not occur on an off beat. Hancock and 
Williams unison accent of this downbeat is important as it highlights the half way 
point of the improvisation. This unison accent provides a release from the previous 
rising triplet phrase (2.12) and marks the beginning of chorus 3.
Throughout segment 13 Williams's snare drum and Hancock’s chordal 
accompaniments connect on the & of beat 4 no less than five times.
In measure 94 Williams repeats P. 1 underneath the end of Hancock's phrase 2.12.
Hancock's triplet phrase 3.1 (measure 96 -97) is accented in two note groupings and
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implies the 3:2 poly rhythm.
His next phrase, 3.2, shows increased rhythmic variety. Measure 99 contains swing 
l/8th's, 1 /8th note triplets and the final 1716th note grouping of the improvisation. To 
counter balance this rhythmic activity Williams simplifies his drum part and firmly 
states the pulse
In measure 100 - 101 Williams and Hancock play a complete measure of unison l/8th 
notes before ending the phrase together on connector 3.b. Williams highlights 
Hancock's figure 3.b with a buzz on snare drum.
Measures 100-101 observes both Williams and Hancock obscuring the change from 
section A to section B of chorus 3
Segment 14 (measures 102 - 106)
Hancock develops almost constant 178th note phrasing in segment 14. In response 
Williams accompanies Hancock throughout segment 14 with a predominantly light 
drum texture and limited rhythmic 1/4 and 178th note subdivisions.
Williams partially repeats the P. 1 drum figure at measure 105, underscoring the 
Hancock's 178th notes.
He plays unison snare drum figures with Hancock's figure 3.c and the beginning of 
phrase 3.4. ( note, 3.c is where Hancock plays his lowest note of improvisation). 
Measures 106 and 107 evidence a flowing rhythmic dialogue between Williams and 
Hancock.
Segment 15 (measures 107 - 112)
In Phrase 3.4 Hancock continues the 178th note rhythmic development as Williams 
continues to counter balance with the light drum texture.
The uncanny unison of the piano melody grace notes and hi-hat marking beat 4 of 
measure 108 is further evidence of the strong rhythmic link between Williams and 
Hancock.
Measure 111 sees the end of Hancock's phrase 3.4 and is marked by Williams open 
hi-hat on beat 2. This is quickly followed by Williams' unison, on the bass drum, with 
Hancock's figure 3.d. In this measure all of the underlying 178th note subdivisions are 
filled. The alternating drum and piano rhythmic interplay shows Williams and 
Hancock's combined textural awareness.
Hancock's next phrase 3.5 is the only complete melodic phrase of the improvisation 
without a left hand accompaniment pattern. Interestingly in this phrase Hancock 
groups the triplet in four to form the poly rhythmic superimposition of 3:4. Hancock's 
placement of phrase 3.5 cuts across the change of section A to section C in chorus 3 
slightly blurring the formal structure. Consequently Williams' signals the change to 
section C by placing a bass drum accent on the & of beat 4 there by forming a 
structural marker in measure 112.
Williams and Hancock succinctly finish phrase 3.5 in unison on the & of beat 2.
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Segment 16 (measures 113 - 120)
Segment 16 presents to the listener Williams most repetitive drumming throughout 
the whole performance. What Williams repeats is commonly referred to in jazz as a 
'Shuffle' rhythm. In the ‘shuffle’ rhythm Williams plays continuous swing l/8th notes 
on unison ride cymbal and snare drum with hi-hats closing on 2& 4. The shuffle 
rhythm is hinted at in measures 113 and 114 by the ride and hi-hat cymbals.
The complete 'shuffle' rhythm with unison snare drum and ride cymbal is repeated in 
Williams drum part from measure 115 -  120. Importantly Williams's cool understated 
approach to the 'Shuffle' rhythm achieves a sense of stasis in the performance.
Hancock's rhythmic development takes advantage of the static drum texture which 
acts as a foil. Hancock employs repetitive rhythms in the chordal figures of 3.e, 3.6,
3. f  and 3.8 all emphasizing the offbeats. He also repeats the rhythm of the melody in 
measure 113 and 115. The repeated rhythms of the melodies and chordal figures have 
a 'riff like nature.
From measure 117 -  120 Hancock adds rhythmic tension with metric super 
imposition of four measures of 3/4 over 4/4.
Underneath Hancock's ongoing phrase 3.8 Hancock and Williams play a unison 
accent on the & of beat 4 in measure 120. This unison accent outlines the end of 
chorus 3 and the end of Williams 'shuffle' based rhythmic accompaniment.
The unison accent in measure 120, like the original USM. 3, emphasizes the & of beat
4. However, unlike in measure 36 on this occasion Williams and Hancock lightly 
accent this unison rhythm in an understated manner.
Segment 17 (measures 121 — 128)
Hancock's continuing phrase 3.8 once again cuts across the boundaries of the chorus 
structure.
In segment 17 Williams returns to the varied jazz ride cymbal figures with snare drum 
and hi-hat accompaniments. Williams is primarily in time keeping mode throughout 
this segment and limits the instrumentation to three voices till measure 126.
In measure 123, Williams repeats P. 1 (although slightly altered) underneath 
Hancock's phrase 4.1. The two 1/4 notes on beats 1 and 2 stabilises the time feel and 
confirms the pulse.
The bass drum is given focus in the Williams's accompaniment from measure 124 — 
128.
Williams use of the lowest voice of the drum kit for accenting gives extra weight to 
his colouration of Hancock's long phrase 4.1. Williams contributes to the tension of 
Hancock's solo which is building toward the end of 4.1.
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In measures 125 and 126 Hancock uses the rhythm of the traditional ride cymbal 
figure (T. 1) in his improvisation. This occurs whilst Williams is playing the reversed 
ride cymbal figure (R. 1) achieving an interesting rhythmic counterpoint.
The end of 4.1 sees both players build tension.
In measure 127 and 128 Hancock incorporates triplets into the phrase with sharply 
defined rhythmic placement.
In these measure Williams develops the 3:2 poly rhythm on the ride cymbal, snare 
drum (mixed singles and buzz strokes) and bass drum. The forceful energy and 
urgency of Williams playing here initiates further rhythmic development.
In measure 128 Williams plays in unison with Hancock's figure 4.a. This unison 
confirms the change to section B in the 4th chorus as well as providing a partial 
release of the rhythmic tension.
This unison once again reminds the listener of the original USM.3 (measure 36). 
Segment 18 (measures 129 -  137)
This segment is marked by vigorous interaction between Hancock and Williams. Both 
players are constantly building tension and releases with call and response patterned 
phrasing. It is Williams who is often initiating the rhythmic interaction.
Phrase 4.2. is a ’call’ phrase by Hancock, which is supported by Williams underlying 
l/8th note accentuations on the snare drum. Hancock’s connector figure 4.b, the 
'response' phrase is played in unison with Williams.
In measure 131 Williams adds the bass drum on the & of beat 1 followed by the rim 
shot / ride accent on beat 2.
In phrase 4.3 Hancock plays a paraphrase of 4.2. Similarly Williams drum part 
follows the previous rhythmic structure. However he elaborates his underlying 
commentary with added dynamics and different instrumentation.
Williams drum part in measure 132 represents the only time the tom- toms are 
employed in the improvisation. The triplet tom-tom figure adds weight and 
excitement to the accenting of beat 4 which is played in unison with Hancock.
The increased rhythmic activity of this segment continues in measures 133 -  134. In 
'connector' figure 4.c Williams repeats the strong rim shot / ride cymbal accent on 
beat 2 (heard in 4.b) once again in unison with Hancock.
These unison in measures 130- 135 form a repetitive scheme emphasizing first beat 4 
then beat 2, beat 4 then beat 2 and finally beat 4.
Phrase 4.5 observes Hancock and Williams continuing to build the rhythmic impetus. 
The strong rhythmic placement of Hancock's phrase 4.5 is counterbalanced by 
Williams drum part in measures 135 -  136. Williams moves from the reversed ride 
cymbal figuration to a triplet snare drum figuration.
Tension builds to the unison piano and drum offbeat accent in measure 136 on the &
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of beat 4. Williams then emphasizes the down beat of measure 137 with a flam (grace 
note) on to the bass drum, fully terminating the piano phrase 4. 5.
The change of harmony to Db 13 in measure 137 underlines the partial release from 
the rhythmic tension up until this point.
Section 19 (measures 137 -  140)
From measure 138 Hancock emphasizes a two handed chordal technique in the 
improvisation. This technique provides a dense texture and considerable rhythmic 
weight to the phrases.
In measures 138 -  140 Hancock continues to provide rhythmic momentum which 
Williams supports with the bass drum emphasis in measures 139 and 140.
William’s support of this rhythmic development is not overstated and signals a change 
to the final C section of chorus 4.
As shall be shown in the next segment, Williams and Hancock's unison accents on 
beat 2 and on the & of 3 in measure 140, signals the conclusion of the improvisation.
Section 20 (measures 141 -  149)
Williams most distinct and sustained textural change occurs in segment 20. In 
measures 141- 144 he plays broken up 178th note figures with unison ride cymbal and 
snare drum, and the closed hi-hat cymbals. In measures 144 -  148 the ride cymbal 
stops being played altogether. The snare and hi-hat cymbals become the focus as the 
primary time keeping instruments.
Williams highly syncopated broken drumming figures and change of instrumentation 
heralds the conclusion of the piano improvisation
Partially in response to Williams drumming, Hancock continues to loosely repeat the 
two measure chordal figuration from measures 141 - 149. Hancock's repetitive 
chordal figures are similar to those in the previous segment and now form a resolution 
point to the improvisation.
Added emphasis is given to the end of the piano solo by Williams final use of the 
crash cymbal (on the & of beat 4) in final measure 148. The light playing of the crash 
cymbal, as opposed to the much favoured ride cymbal, places an interesting 
punctuation to the end of Hancock's improvisation.
Conclusion
The study of "Oliloqui Valley" has highlighted several key aspects of Williams' 
rhythmic organisation and the musical syntax which create a coherent musical 
statement on the drums. Whilst responding to Hancock's composition and 
improvisation, Williams' syntax constantly refers to the overriding chorus structure of 
the composition. Williams' drumming has been observed to be developing interaction
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and dialogue on two or more levels at once. Rhythmically, Williams' drumming is 
highly syncopated and helps propel the music forward. Both Williams and Hancock's 
rhythmic syntax contains an underlying syncopated 1/8^ note rhythmic scheme. Their 
ability to produce compelling and exciting music from a relatively limited rhythmic 
foundation is a testament to their ability to connect, counterpoint and vary the order of 
musical events.
Structural markers USM. 2 and USM. 3 introduced in the statement of the melody are 
referred to by both Williams and Hancock throughout the improvisation. The 
rhythmic structure of these markers is paraphrased at times, but offers unity by 
reminding the listener of the composition throughout the solo.
Williams subtle use linear drumming techniques to voice rhythms across the entire 
drum kit adds variation and colour to the texture and rhythm of the drum part.
Terminating drum figurations are often used by Williams in response to Hancock's 
improvised phrases. Williams also initiates a great deal of rhythmic dialogue with his 
drumming.
Williams’s syntax involves a focus upon the ride cymbal beat and subtle variations of 
its rhythms. The ride cymbal part contributes greatly to a poly metric approach adding 
to the interest by creating metric ambiguity.
Poly metric and poly rhythmic activity occurs in both piano and drums parts forming 
part of the syntax of Williams drumming.
The repetitive figures such as segment 16's use of the 'shuffle' ride cymbal beat and 
the reversed ride cymbal in segment 6 produce static backgrounds which create a 
contrast to the metric ambiguity of other segments.
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Chapter V - "Freedom Jazz Dance"
This original modal jazz composition "Freedom Jazz Dance" was written by Eddie 
Harris in the early 1960's and recorded by the Miles Davis quintet on October 24, 
1966. The recording was later released by Columbia Records on Davis' album Miles 
Smiles. The personnel for this recording including Davis on trumpet, Wayne Shorter 
on saxophone, and the rhythm section of Herbie Hancock, Ron Carter and Tony 
Williams is regarded in jazz history as Davis' second 'great' quintet.
The tempo of 1/4 note = 198 — 200 is maintained throughout the performance of both 
the composition and the improvisation. The composition is written and performed in 
4/4 time signature. However there are several time signature changes that occur in the 
improvisation. The time signature changes to 3/4, 2/4 and 5/4 even though they are 
only maintained for 1 measure.
The original formal structure of "Freedom Jazz Dance" is a One -  Part (Unipartite) 16 
measure composition. The three melodic themes of Eddie Harris's composition are 
maintained in the Miles Davis performance although they are placed in an elongated 
formal structure. The melody is performed twice over the 40 measures before Davis' 
solo commences. In the improvised solo section an open modal (one chord Bb7th) 
format with no preordained chorus structure or length is utilized.
Various triplet 'swing' rhythmic groupings and half-time permutations of the 
underlying 1/4 note pulse are combined with Harris's original swing l/8th note and 
Jazz / Rock rhythmic feel on this performance by the Miles Davis Quintet.
Composition Overview "Freedom Jazz Dance"
• Melody and Rhythmic Structure
The melodic material is stated by Davis on trumpet and tenor saxophone played by 
Wayne Shorter.
The melody uses quartal intervallic construction and a large degree of chromaticism. 
Overall the melody is step like in nature possessing a jagged contour.
m. 1: This two measures phrase starts on the & of beat 4 and finishes on beat 3, 
highlighting the down beat and implied half time feel. The overall shape of this 
phrase is ascending via rising and falling intervals.
m. 2: Starting on & of beat 1, m. 2 is the shortest of the three melodic phrases. It is 
syncopated and, like m. 1, finishes on the down beat, 3. Its' overall shape is 
descending.
m. 3: Starting on the & of beat 4 m. 3 is the longest phrase of the three melodic 
phrases at .Like m. 1 the overall shape of m.3 is ascending via rising and falling 
intervals, m. 3 contains the lowest pitch of the melodic material and moves towards its 
peak, the tonic Bb above the stave for the final note. The melody finishes strongly on 
beat 4 adding further syncopation to the melody.
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• Rhythmic Structure
Rhythmic construction of the melody utilizes lines of continuous 'swing' l/8th notes, 
and features displaced starting points for the three different melodic phrases.
The underlying half time feel is implied in the melodic material by the accentuation of 
beat 3, there by dividing the 4/4 metre in half.
Rhythmic displacement and the half time emphasis within the melodic material are 
important elements that inform Davis' and William's performance.
• Harmony
The harmonic scheme of "Freedom Jazz Dance" is based on one chord, the Bb7th. 
The repeated chord creates a static harmonic rhythm in the composition and 
improvisation. The Bb7th chord is derived from the modal aspect of the composition 
and does not function as dominant seventh (V-I) chord in the diatonic sense.
Analysis Part I: "Freedom Jazz Dance" Melody Choruses - Segments
1 - 6
Williams accompanies the melody with a highly structured series of drum figures. 
Drum figure, DF. 0 first stated in measure 2 of the melody, becomes a thematic 
device throughout Davis's solo. The DF. 0 performs a key organizing roll within the 
open structure of the improvisation.
The drum figurations Williams uses in the melody provide a very dense textured 
accompaniment. The main instrumental focus of the drum figures are the snare drum 
and the constant 1/4 note hi-hat figure. The ride cymbal predominantly doubles the 
hi-hat figure which accompanies the snare drum playing l/8th note triplets.
The constant triplets and repeated 1/4 note hi-hat figures stress the underlying 1/4 
note pulse.
As in "Oliloqui Valley" Williams uses limited instrumental combinations throughout 
the whole performance, that is, both melodic statement and improvisation. The tom­
toms and the crash cymbal are not used at all throughout the statement of the melody.
Drum Figurations 1 -4
There are a total of nine different drum figures used throughout the opening 40 
measures. Williams constructs his drum part up until the beginning of Davis's solo 
with an intricate scheme of repetition and variation of the primary drum figure DF. 0. 
The DF.O is best demonstrated in measure 2.
The triplet based DF.O, on snare drum, ride and hi-hat cymbals quickly becomes a 
repetitive rhythmic accompaniment for the statement of the melodic material. The hi- 
hat 1/4 note figure becomes an ostinato continuing throughout the whole presentation
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of the melody. It is the combined snare drum and hi-hats that are the 'glue' of the 
rhythmic development in Williams' drum part.
"Now Tony Williams, when he was with Miles Davis. The limb that he gave 
to Miles was the hi-hat ... and he would dance [play freely] on his [ride] 
cymbal ..." (Monson Saving Something 57)
DF.O can be observed as a 'clean slate' of rhythmic construction. It does not really 
delineate any particular beat of the measure as there is no added accentuation pattern, 
as the hi-hats are played in unison with ride cymbal.
Various Ride cymbal and bass drum accentuations added to D.F 0 help create the 
remaining eight different drum figures.
The ride cymbal is also 'crashed' for accentuations often in combination with the bass 
drum. These accents always fall on either beats 1, 3 or 4.
The drum figurations that accompany the melody add an intense drive to the rhythm 
as well as possessing a static quality from their repetitive nature.
DF. 1 (drum figure 1) is an accentuation of beat 1 by the unison cymbal and bass 
drum, continuos 178th note triplets on the snare drum and unison hi-hat and ride 
cymbal 1/4 notes on beats 2, 3 and 4.
Note: There is no DF.2 as no accentuations occur on beat two throughout the melodic 
statement!
DF. 3 contains accentuation of beat 3 by unison ride cymbal and bass drum. There is a 
snare drum roll from beatl -  2 disrupting the 178th note triplet ostinato which returns 
on beat four
DF. 3a is as above with slight variation on the snare roll duration and the 1/8* note 
triplets on the snare resume from beat three.
DF. 3b is also above with slight variation of snare drum roll in emphasizing 1/4 note 
triplets.
DF. 4 is actually DF. 0 with an added accentuation of beat four by unison ride cymbal 
and bass drum.
DF. 4a is as above except no bass drum.
DF. 4b is also above except snare accent only beat four.
DF. 4c: is the same as Df.4 however the 1/8* note triplets on the snare drum stop 
after the accentuation on beat 4.
For examples of the above fore mentioned drum figurations see Appendix II.
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Introduction (measures 1 - 7 )
In measures 1- 4 Williams plays a short drum introduction to the composition. The 
opening measures 1, 3 and 5 are quite grounded by the accentuation of the down beat.
Davis’ enters in measure 4 with m. 1 a. and plays the beginning six notes of the first 
melodic phrase m.l.
In measure 6 Williams's accenting of beat 4 can be interpreted as a terminating accent 
if the first melody fragment had been played fully.
Measure 6 sees Williams use the standard jazz practice of emphasizing the weak beats 
of the 4/4 metre by creating syncopation. Williams’s continuous accentuation of beat 
four also anticipates the end of the melodic statements in measure 20 and 36.
The repeated emphasis given to beat 4 by Williams throughout the melody creates a 
sense of metric ambiguity or denial. In a sense this give the impression of beat 4 
becoming the new beat 1 of the metre.
Segment 1 ( measures 8 -  12)
Williams accents the beginning of the melody, m. 1, in unison with Davis on beat 4 
creating the first USM.l
Williams punctuates the beginning of the melody with ride cymbal and bass drum 
accents
In measure 10 the ride cymbal 'crash' accent on beat 4 terminates the melodic phrase
m. 1.
In measure 12 Williams anticipates the beginning of m.2 with an ride cymbal and 
bass drum accent on beat 4.
Segment 2 (measures 13 -  16)
In m.2 there is further expansion of the combined duple rhythms and quartal melody. 
The offbeat beginning to m.2 adds to the syncopation which strengthens beat 2.
In measure 14, Williams once again terminates the melodic phrase m.2 with a 
combined ride cymbal and bass drum accent on beat 4.
Williams repeats the accenting scheme from Segment 1 with a slight textural / 
instrumentation change. In measure 16 the bass drum is omitted on the accentuation of 
beat 4, the only time throughout the whole melodic statement where this occurs. Also 
the addition of the small tom-tom replacing the snare drum triplets on beat 2 is the 
only time the tom-tom is heard.
These instrumental choices by Williams subtly outline the movement to the next 
melodic phrase m.3.
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Segment 3 (measures 17 -  23)
Williams adds weight to beat 1 of measure 17, there by creating a USM. 2 with the 
beginning of m. 3 the longest of the melodic phrases.
This USM. 2 slightly counter balances the unsteady feeling of the ensemble at this 
point as Davis does not enter with the melody (Shorter only). Shorter begins the 
melody m.3 and Davis joins one measure later on beat 1 in measure 18.
The accentuation of beat one in measure 17 breaks the pattern of accenting beat four 
which has been occurring from measure 6.
Williams returns to the rhythmic scheme of accenting beat 4 (underneath m.3) in 
measure 18.
Williams continues the triplet based drum texture until the powerful rim shot accent 
on beat 4 in measure 20. There is a partial relaxation of tension in the measure 2 1 -2 3  
after this strong accent. Williams has created another structural marker, USM. 3 by 
highlighting the end of the final melodic phrase.
The USM. 3 also marks the beginning of a new series of drum figures which alter the 
textural and specific repeated elements of the drum part, metric pattern.
In measure 21- 23, before the repeat of the melody, Williams uses DF. 3 and DF. 4 
(variations to the original DF. 0). This presents a movement away from the more static 
drum figures towards a more broken — up, syncopated phrasing of the time.
This textural shift combines with Williams beginning a new significant accenting 
pattern highlighting poly metre.
Snare drum rolls are incorporated into every second measure of the drum figures to 
create a more metrically delineated drum part.
From the end of measure 20 to the end of measure 22 is an interesting 3 beats/ 3 beats/ 
2 beats division of the 8 beats between them.
It is interesting to note that Williams starts this accentuation of poly metre on beat 4, 
there by continuing the syncopated emphasis of beat 4.
Williams employs this two measure poly metric pattern to structure his drum part 
through to the end of the end of melody.
Segment 4 (measures 24 -  28)
This segment observes the beginning of the second presentation of the melody.
Williams's two measure poly metric pattern dovetails neatly with the melodic 
material. As can be seen in measure 24 the third cycle of the 3 / 3 / 2 accentuation 
pattern begins on beat 4. This is succinctly in time with the repeated m. 1 and the
USM.l.
In measure 26 this drum pattern provides a punctuation to the melodic phrase m. 1 on
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beat four. In measure 28 on beat 4 the pattern anticipates the repeat of m.2.
As well as highlighting the melodic material Williams’ two measure drum pattern 
blurs the boundary between the first and second presentations of the melodic 
statement. Williams drum pattern cuts across the formal structure of the composition. 
The two measure drum pattern builds more rhythmic tension throughout the repeat of 
the melody as it contrasts and syncopates the melodic material even more.
A sense of unity is achieved in Williams drum part through the repetition inherent in 
the two measure pattern.
This pattern which accents beat three every second bar, brings about a metrically 
secure half-time / 'back-beat' feel.
Segment 5 (measures 29 -  32)
Williams continues outlining the melodic phrases throughout this segment with the 
same two measure poly metric pattern from the previous segment. The drum part 
terminates the phrase m. 2 in measure 30 and anticipates the repeat of phrase m.3 
beginning in measure 32.
There is no change in texture or instrumentation from the previous section.
Segment 6 (measures 33 -  39)
In segment 6 the poly metric drum patterning is continued by Williams until the 
commencement of Davis solo improvisation in measure 39.
One can observe the effect of the different drum parts by comparing the 
corresponding segment in the first playing of the melody. In this case in measure 17- 
20, where Williams had not begun the two measure drum pattern, the drums are less 
intrusive than in measure 33 - 36.
Williams anticipates m. 3 with the accent on beat 4 of measure 32.
The USM.3 is repeated by Williams emphasizing the final note of the melodic 
material on beat 4 of measure 36.
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Table 3: Drum figurations in the melodic statement of “Freedom Jazz Dance”.
D f.l Df.O D f.l Df.O
Bar. 1 (Drum 
Intro)
2 3 4
D f.l Df.4 Df.O Df.4
5 6 7 8(Melody)
Df.O Df.4 Df.O Df.4
9 10 11 12
D f.l Df.4 Df.O Df.4a
13 14 15 16
D f.l Df.4 Df.O Df.4b
17 18 19 20
Df.3 Df.4 Df.3a Df.4c
21 22 23 24 (Melody 
repeats)
Df.3b Df.4c Df.3a Df.4
25 26 27 28
Df.3 Df.4c Df.3b Df.4c
29 30 31 32
Df.3a Df.4c Df.3 a Df.4c
33 34 35 36
Df.3a Df.4c Df.3a Df.4c
36 38 39 40 (T ru m p e t  
S o lo )
Conclusion of Analysis of Melody
As we have seen Williams uses these different drum figure to construct a highly 
organized drum accompaniment to the melody. These drum figures utilised 
throughout to the presentation of the melody often operate on more than one level of 
rhythmic organisation.
The composition's formal structural and melodic material is outlined by Williams' 
variations on the DF.O. The drum figures invariably terminate or anticipate the 
melodic phrases. As we have seen in the previous study of "Oliloqui Valley" specific 
accentuations when performed in unison with the soloist become unison structural 
markers ( USM).
At times Williams utilizes the various accentuations in the drum figures to outline
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poly metric and poly rhythmic schemes over the 4/4 time signature.
Tension is built throughout the melodic material until the final accents on beat 4 of 
measures 20 and 36 at the end of each chorus.
The repetitious nature of the various drum figures creates a partial sense of stasis in 
the drum part. The repetitive drum figures underneath the melody reinforce the open 
unshackled aspects of the melody.
Analysis Part II: Miles Davis’s Improvisation Segments 7-17
For the purpose of clarity this solo has been divide up into eleven ( 6 - 8  bar) segments 
which follow the phrase structure of Davis's improvisation.
Davis' improvisation spans 89 Measures and contains 38 separate phrases. Davis' 
improvisation is the first solo to be heard on this track it follows directly on from the 
preceding melodic statement.
Davis is often "reiterative" (Baker 48) of the composition’s melodic material and in 
this case he achieves this by reinforcing the underlying 1/4 note pulse. Predominantly 
the rhythmic construction of the Davis' solo is limited to 1/4, 1/8^ and swing 1/8^ 
note subdivisions of the pulse. In the trumpet solo there is limited use of triplet and 
1/16^ note rhythms.
Throughout Miles persistent use and development of the two note motive, which 
begin the improvisation, give a sense of cohesion to the trumpet solo.
There is a symbiosis between Williams and Davis allowing them to improvise a 
formal structure in the open ended modal context. Both players counter balance and 
counterpoint each other throughout the performance.
Davis exemplary use of space in the improvisation recalls the melodic structure of the 
composition, - three phrases separated by three to four measure silences. Davis' 
pacing of the improvised phrases enables a complex rhythmic dialogue with Williams, 
often resulting in 'call' and 'response' phrasing patterns between Davis and Williams.
Davis makes specific use of held tones in this improvisation. The long notes reiterate 
the half time feel the drums predominantly outline.
Williams reiterates the DF.O from the accompaniment of the melody throughout the 
improvisation as a textural thematic device. The DF.O provides contrast, and 
counterpoint to the trumpet solo and at times is used to build density and rhythmic 
tension.
Williams uses the same limited instrumental combinations as in the melodic 
statement. They are the ride cymbal, snare drum, bass drum, and hi-hat. Importantly 
1/4 note hi-hat with foot continues on from the opening DF.O. The hi-hat still provides 
the underlying pulse and adhesion for the drum part.
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Williams utilizes two primary rhythmic drum figures throughout the improvisation. 
These are the triplet drum ostinato DF.O heard in the melody and half time 'soul' jazz 
drum figure DF. S  first introduced in the improvisation. These figures are alternated, 
combined and manipulated by Williams throughout Davis' improvisation.
Williams playing of the DF.S instantly achieves a rhythmic release from the 
predominantly 1/4 note driven rhythmic focus of the opening melodic statements.
Segment 7 (measures 40 -  47)
Four melodic phrases
Davis begins his improvisation with a simple two note figure / phrase 7.7. This motive 
will be referred to numerous times throughout the following improvisation.
Beginning on beat 4 of measure 40, the short simple rhythmic construction of 7.1 
allows Davis great scope for variation.
The opening phrase strongly signals the start of the improvisation. Williams responds 
with an immediate change of texture in measure 41. Williams has continued the dense 
triplet drum texture through measure 40 before simplifying his drum part down to two 
voices, the hi-hat cymbals and rolls on the snare drum
The ambiguous pulse in measure 40 -  42 when transcribed was best expressed as a 
change of time signature to 3/4 in measure 41.
In measure 42 Williams is moving towards a new half time drum figure DF.S that will 
predominate his rhythmic accompaniment.
DF. S first stated in measures 43 - 44 is related to drum figure DF. 3 heard in 
Williams accompaniment of the melody. Both figures imply a half time ('funk') 
feeling through accenting the downbeat 3. Both figures have an underlying triplet 
subdivision and unison hi-hat and ride cymbal parts.
However the later developed drum figure DF. S, is significantly different from DF. 3. 
The main differences are: DF.S is a far more sparse rhythm over two measures instead 
of one. The DF. S  does not include the triplet rhythms on the snare drum heard in 
DF.3. Importantly DF.S is more bottom heavy texture with an active bass drum part. 
The metre is more sharply delineated in the two measure DF.S.
The simplification of the drum figures in this segment contrasts dramatically with the 
playing throughout the head. The less active texture becomes a unifying rhythmic 
device from both Williams and Davis. The half time rhythmic feel confirms the same 
implied in the compositions melodic material.
Davis's phrases 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 all stress the down beat. His phrase 7.3 ends on a 
strong down beat and phrase 7.4 repeats the opening two note motive again on the 
down beat.
Segment 8 (measures 48 -  56)
Four melodic phrases
In Segment 8 Williams continues the relatively static drum part as Davis
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improvisation develops the opening motive. Phrase 8.1 starts beat on the & of beat 4 
and ends on two l/8ths.
In phrase 8.2 Davis repeats the two 178th notes rhythmic figure from the opening 
motive on beat 2. Williams responds with subtle interaction that outlines the metre on 
the snare drum. In measure 51 it occurs on beat three, 52 on the down beat and beat 
three again and resolves on beat one measure 53.
Davis phrases 8.3 and 8.4 are played in five note groupings and are supported by 
Williams stable half time accompaniment.
Segment 9 (measure 57 - 64)
Two melodic phrases
Williams' heavily accents the down beat in measure 57 preceding Davis's three 
measure phrases 9.1. This accent re-introduces DF.O in measures 57 -  59, Williams’ 
first reiteration of the drum figure from his accompaniment of the melody.
The use of the DF.O is a thematic device providing a short textural contrast to the 
sparse half time rhythmic development.
In measure 57-58 the DF.O re-emphasizes the 1/4 note pulse briefly. This provides a 
rhythmic counterpoint underneath Davis' syncopated phrase 9.1.
Williams quickly returns to the DF.S in measure 59 and continues it under Davis next 
phrase 9.2.
He then responds to Davis phrase 9.2 with a return to the DF.O making an exact 
repetition of measures 57 - 59 in 63 - 65.
Williams’ downbeat accent in measure 65 outlines the end of segment 10.
Segment 9 observes Davis and Williams neatly construct an eight measure section 
through their interaction. Both players are creating formal divisions within the open 
modal format.
Segment 10 (measures 65 -  72)
Six Melodic phrases
Throughout Segment 10 Williams supports Davis's sparse rhythmic development of 
opening motive (two l/8th notes).
Davis begins phrase 10.1 on beat two after Williams accents the down beat of 
measure 65. Davis then stresses beat two in the next two phrases 10.2 and 10.3. 
Williams loosen the rhythmic feel over measures 65 - 66 with ghosted snare accents 
on the off beats against Davis pattern emphasizing beat two. This culminates in the 
second metric shift (measure 66) to 5/4.
The performance seamlessly flows back to 4/4 in measure 67 as Davis repeats the 
rhythmic scheme of the previous four measures. Over the next six measures Williams 
plays time keeping figures which are slight variations of the DF.S.
There are unison accents by Williams and Davis on beat one in measures 67, 69 and 
71. Davis and Williams continue to emphasize beat one in the remaining phrases of 
segment 10.
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Williams signals a return to the triplet based texture DF. 0 on beat 4 of measure 72.
Segment 11 ( measures 73 - 80)
Two melodic phrases
Davis’s irregular phrase 11.1 builds rhythmic tension over four measures. This is 
confirmed and supported by Williams' drumming which returns to DF. 0 in measures 
73-75. Williams drumming contrasts the half time groove of the previous segment 10.
However, before Davis has finished phrase 11.1 Williams returns to the half time 
DF.S.
The next phrase 11.2 interestingly observes Davis paraphrase the melodic phrase m.3, 
with exact rhythmic repetition of measure 20. Davis reaches his first 'apex' note of the 
performance as Williams continues to build rhythmic tension into measure 81 of 
segment 12.
Repeating the triplet drum figurations Williams takes the lead propelling the music 
forward to the down beat of measure 81. The down beat neatly outlines the end of this 
eight measure segment.
Segment 12 (measures 81 -  88)
Four melodic phrases
This segment begins with a dramatic unison accent by Davis and Williams on the 
down beat of measure 81. Although not predetermined this is the half way point of the 
improvisation
The unison accent by Williams and Davis resolves the tension built over segment 11.
The short phrase 12.1 is a development from the original two note motive. Davis 
initiates call and response phrasing by leaving ample space after this phrase. Williams 
answers with a variation of the half time drum figurations in measure 82.
Davis's five note phrase 72.2 is answered by the 1/8^ and 1/16th note snare drum 
figure in measure 84. Williams drum figure in 83 -  84 can be viewed as a paraphrase 
of Davis five note phrase.
In phrase 12.3 Davis continues to reiterate the two 1/8^ note motive.
Williams responds with two five note drum figures in measure 85 -  86. The second of 
these five note groupings ends on the & of beat 1 with a unison bass drum and ride 
cymbal.
Over Williams' second five note figure in measure 86, Davis plays phrase 12.4 which 
is also a five note grouping. In measure 88, Davis's five repeated notes reiterate the 
underlying 1/4 note pulse. This sets in motion Williams’ lengthiest re-statement of the 
thematic DF. 0.
Segment 13 (measures 89 -  95)
One melodic phrase
Davis asymmetrical and syncopated phrase 13.1 begins strongly on the downbeat.
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This phrase is counter balanced by Williams employing of DF.O outlining the 1/4 note 
pulse.
In measure 91 Williams returns to the half time DF. S. The accented down beat of 
measure 91 sees Williams punctuate the middle of Davis’s phrase succinctly. 
Williams’s changes between the inter related drum figurations provide a varied 
background to the improvisation. It also reminds the listener that the two rhythmic 
feels 1/4 note and XA time pulses are co-existing.
Measure 93-95:
After 13.1 Williams continues the call and response phrasing. Williams paraphrases 
the rhythm ending Davis's phrase. In these measures Williams playing of the l/8th 
notes stresses the 'straight' 1/8^ note subdivisions as opposed full swing 1/8^ note 
interpretation. A focus on accenting the & of beat 3 occurs in these measures adding 
to the rhythmic tension and feeling of forward motion ('pushing' the beat).
A noteworthy feature is the five note groupings in measure 85 which also include 
accentuation of the & of beat 3.
Williams fills out the end of segment 13 to the accent of beat four of measure 95
Segment 14 (measures 96 -  104)
Four melodic phrases
Davis and Williams commences this segment playing unison 1/8^ notes in measure 
96. These unison l/8th notes slightly obscure the eight measure structure that ends in 
measure 96.
Williams' crash cymbal on the down beat in measure 97 is a structural marker 
punctuating the beginning of the next eight measure segment. The lightly played crash 
cymbal is as much a colouration device as an accenting one. This is the only time the 
crash cymbal is played in this performance.
Williams then accents the next down beat 3, before repetition of DF.O.
In 14.2 Davis plays a five note grouping over Williams' triplet drum figure. Williams 
quickly returns to a half time drum figure as an answering phrase which includes 
syncopated buzz strokes on the snare drum.
Williams answers Davis's swing 1/8^ note phrase 14.3 with straight 1 /8th note figures 
on the snare drum adding rhythmic contrast.
In 14.4 Williams’ 1/8^ notes rhythms on the snare drum form uncanny unisons with 
Davis phrase. He then returns to the triplet figuration in measure 104.
Segment 15 (measures 105 - 112)
Three melodic phrases
Davis's phrase 15.1 begins on the & of beat 1. He then emphasizing the down beats in 
next three measures counter balancing Williams playing of the DF. 0. This is the last 
time Williams makes use of this triplet drum figure behind the improvisation.
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Davis and Williams play a unison accent in Measure 107 to end phrase 15.
In this segment Williams instrumental focus shifts to the bass drum (lowest voice of 
the drum kit) often combined with crashes on the ride cymbal. The resonant sound of 
the bass drum dominates the texture at this point.
Phrase 15.2 begins with a strong unison trumpet and drums accent on beat three (half 
time emphasis). Williams continues to accent the half time heavily under Davis 
asymmetrical phrase. Davis ascends to a pair of 1716th notes accents in measure 108. 
This is the final use of 1716th note sub-divisions by Davis in this performance.
In measures 109 — 110 Williams answers phrase 15.2 beginning with the strong down 
beat accent terminating Davis’s phrase. Williams then super-imposes the same poly 
metric scheme as that used in the melodic accompaniment (3 beats/ 3 beats/ 2 beats 
over two measures of 4/4) beginning on beat one. Davis's five note phase 15.3 fits 
neatly with Williams’s poly metric scheme ending on beat four. The strong reference 
to the melody in 15.3 links the improvisation to the melody. Davis provides the 
equilibrium to Williams’ poly metric scheme.
In the space before Davis's phrase 16.1. Williams displaces the beat with off beat 
accents (measure 111). This brings about a time signature change to 2/4 in measure 
112.
Segment 16 (measures 113 -  121)
Three melodic phrases
In this segment Williams continues to emphasize the bass drum in the rhythmic 
texture as he develops the DF.S half time feel.
In 16.1 Davis reworks the original two note motive to four notes and then in 16.2 to 
three notes.
William's accentuation of beat one in measure 113 implies a new metric scheme. 
Davis's phrasing follows the realignment of the metre by Williams by playing off beat 
accents against the heavily placed down beats in the drum part.
In the spaces left by Davis between his phrases 16.1-16.2-16.3 Williams drum 
figurations act as answering phrases.
In phrase 16.3 Davis develops the opening motive into a stream of straight 178th notes 
juxtaposing Williams predominantly triplet 178th notes.
Davis continues to build rhythmic tension in 16.3 by featuring a syncopated start and 
ending. Davis's odd note groupings in 16.3 cut across the four measures, ending on 
the & of beat 1 in measure 120. Williams counter balances this phrase with half time 
drum figures.
Segment 17 (measures 122 — 129)
Three melodic phrases
The final segment, 17 observes Davis complete his improvisation with three strongly
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placed 178th note phrases played with rhythmic conviction. Williams continues to 
subtly vary the DF.S in segment 17 as he has done since segment 15.
Davis leaves large spaces between the final three phrase of his improvisation allowing 
the call and response phrasing to continue.
In phrase 17.3 Davis finishes his improvisation with an elongated development of his 
original two note motive which recalls the melody in measure 20.
Starting in measure 127 the doted 1/4 and l/8th note rhythm of 17.3 neatly fits with 
Williams 3/3/2 metric super imposition.
Williams finally punctuates the end of the improvisation with a return to the DF. 0 in 
measure 129.
Conclusion
The study of Williams’ drumming on "Freedom Jazz Dance" outlines several key 
aspects of his rhythmic syntax, and once again Williams’ awareness of the 
composition and his ability to respond to the soloist’s own musical language is 
essential to his high level of performance. Two distinct drum figures, DF.O and DF.S, 
feature in the rhythmic syntax of Williams’ drumming on “Freedom Jazz Dance”, and 
they operate on more than one level within the drum part. Both figures and their 
variations feature contrasting rhythmic textures; at times the repetitive aspects of the 
drum figures create a static quality to background, and while the DF.O provides a 
consistently dense texture, in contrast the DF.S and the variations emphasise the half 
time feel common to Rock and Soul music which was developing in the 1960s.
These figures are utilised in the performance of both the composition and 
improvisation at different times for dramatic effect, and provide a more sparse and at 
times bottom heavy texture to the drum part. Williams employs the drum figures to 
emphasise either the underlying 1/4 note pulse or the half time feel; Williams’ and 
Davis’s combined phraseology stems from a specific rhythmic foundation of 1/4 
notes, 178th notes and 178th note triplets. This phraseology includes five note groupings 
and highly syncopated accentuations. Their ability to produce compelling and exciting 
music from a limited rhythmic base is testament to their ability to connect, 
counterpoint and vary the order of musical events.
Throughout the performance Williams has shown a keen sense of structure and unity 
with Davis in the open modal context. A key aspect of Williams’ playing involves 
playing unison accents with Davis, outlining the formal structure of the composition 
(USM) and delineating specific segments within the improvisation. Williams and 
Davis make extensive use of call and response phrasing in the improvisation, bringing 
to mind the composition’s melodic structure. Williams’ drumming often terminates or 
anticipates Davis’ improvised phrases in their interactive musical dialogue. Often 
Williams is seen to simplify the drum figures, counterbalancing Davis’ asymmetrical 
and highly syncopated phrasing. Conversely, Davis counterbalances Williams’ 
complex drum figures with reiterations of the composition’s melody, its underlying 
pulse, or through development of the original improvised two note motive. When 
combined, these elements result in the numerous troughs and peaks of rhythmic
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tension heard in this performance.
As observed in “Oliloqui Valley” Williams has constructed highly developed drum 
parts from limited instrumental combinations. Throughout this performance the main 
instrumental focus is on the snare drum, hi-hat and ride cymbal. Extra emphasis is 
given to the bass drum during Davis’s improvisation. Williams’s plays predominantly 
shifting multi voiced drum figures on “Freedom Jazz Dance” with linear drumming 
techniques scarcely used. Williams’ drumming in the statement of the melody is 
evidence of an incredible awareness of the melodic structure and an ability to 
superimpose poly metric schemes.
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Chapter VI - Conclusion of the Study
The examination of Williams’ ensemble drumming performances presented in this 
study has identified and observed several key rhythmic organisational devices, or 
rhythmic/musical syntax, which Williams employs. This study has investigated 
Williams’ innovative performance practice in two specific jazz ensembles, two 
contrasting recordings with ensembles led by Herbie Hancock and Miles Davis and 
represent a period in Williams’ career which revolves around his development of post 
Bebop drumming styles. It is during this period that his influence and contribution to 
jazz drumming is arguably most significant. The examination of both the melody and 
solo choruses of the chosen recordings has allowed an investigation of the interaction 
between Williams and Hancock/Davis. The investigation of Williams’ drumming 
throughout the melodic statement has proven to be of utmost importance in 
understanding his performance throughout the improvisation. The structural elements 
of the two compositions, informing the soloist’s improvisation, contribute greatly to 
Williams’ drumming style. “Oliloqui Valley” observes Williams and Hancock 
adhering to an interesting 28 measure structure, while the open modal composition 
“Freedom Jazz Dance” gives evidence of Williams and Davis crafting structure 
through improvisation.
Williams has carefully chosen specific instrumental combinations in the drum parts of 
both performances. These are utilised in conjunction with particular rhythmic devices 
to present contrasting textures and different levels of repetition. At times, Williams 
uses the repetitive aspect of key drum figurations and exact repetition to create a static 
quality to the background, and his focused use of the ride cymbal for time keeping, 
accentuation, textural development and outlining formal structures is paramount to his 
drumming style. The main voices he uses to construct the drum part are the ride 
cymbal and hi-hat cymbals with the snare and bass drums. Poly metric and poly 
rhythmic activity makes up a large part of the syntax of his drumming. The ride 
cymbal figures in “Oliloqui Valley” contribute greatly to his poly metric approach, as 
do the ride cymbal accentuations in “Freedom Jazz Dance”. Throughout “Oliloqui 
Valley”, sparse texture and linear drumming techniques are used to great effect in 
Williams’ playing. In contrast, extra emphasis is given to the bass drum during Davis’ 
improvisation on “Freedom Jazz Dance”. Here Williams plays predominantly 
shifting, multi voiced drum figures on “Freedom Jazz Dance” with linear drumming 
techniques scarcely used. Williams’ drumming often terminates or anticipates the 
soloist’s improvised phrases in the integrated musical dialogue. This illustrates 
Williams’ awareness and ability to counterbalance and/or counterpoint the soloist’s 
developing improvisation.
Throughout both performances, it has been shown that Williams and the soloists’ 
phraseology stems from a specific, and limited, rhythmic base. Williams and the 
soloists’ rhythmic syntax contain an underlying highly syncopated 178th note scheme. 
The main rhythmic subdivisions explored by Williams, Hancock and Davis are 1/4 
notes, 178th notes and 178th note triplets. Various structural markers such as the USM’s, 
unison accentuations with the soloist, and paraphrasing of rhythmic materials are 
informed by this same rhythmic scheme. Their collective (limited) rhythmic syntax 
has enabled them to produce compelling and exciting music; furthermore it has given 
us an insight into the profound ability and impact of Tony Williams’ drumming.
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APPENDIX 1
“OLILOQUI VALLEY
1.1 Drum Notation Key
1.2 Glossary
1.3 Ride Cymbal Figures
1.4 Annotated Transcription of “Oliloqui Valley”
1.5 “Oliloqui Valley” Cymbals
1.1 DRUM NOTATION KEY
RIDE CYMBAL CRASH ON RIDE CYMBAL CRASHCYMBAL
J A
HI-HATCYMBAL
À
HI-HAT with foot
X
BASS DRUM FLOORTOM-TOM
Ë Ë Î Ë Ë
SMALLTOM-TOM
À
HL HAT with foot (open)
X
SNARESNARE DRUM RIM SHOT
.....  J
RIMCROSS STICK
à
BUZZ/ROLLSSTROKESSNARE
= J =
FLAM GRACE NOTES RUFF
GHOSTED NOTES
1.2 Glossary
Throughout the transcription of “Oliloqui Valley” the following colour coding will be 
used to highlight the annotations referred to in the text.
DT (Drum Texture) 3
Poly Metre
Segments □
Unison Accents □
USM (Unison Structural Markers) B
1.3 "Olioqui Valley" Ride Cymbal Figures.
T .l: Traditional Ride Cymbal Figure.
J J"I J J"3
T3 : Traditional Ride Cymbal Three
J J J—.
TJ2 : Tradional Ride Cymbal Figure
. j j j  n
T.4: Traditional Ride Cymbal Four
j n  n  j
T.5: Traditional Ride Cymbal Five R.1: Reversed Ride Cymbal Figure
J vH) J J~3 J
R-2: Reversed Ride Cymbal Two R 3 : Reversed Ride Cymbal Three
J—J. i l  J ,
R-4: Reversed Ride Cymbal Four ICS: Reversed Ride Cymbal Five
, _J._jO _ J
R.6: Reversed Ride Cymbal Six
J J J1J1.
Q .l: Quarter Note Ride Cymbal 
Figure
J J J J
S.l: Shuffle Ride Cymbal Figure S 3 : Shuffle Ride Cymbal Two
SHUFFLE
J l  J l  J J
S 3 : Shuffle Ride Cymbal Three
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APPENDIX 2.
“FREEDOM JAZZ DANCE”
2.1 Glossary
2.2 Annotated Transcription of “Freedom Jazz Dance”
2.3 “Freedom Jazz Dance” Drum Figurations in the Statement of the 
Melody
2.1 Glossary
Throughout the transcription of “Freedom Jazz Dance” the following colour coding 
will be used to highlight the annotations referred to in the text.
DF.O (Drum Figuration) □
Poly Metre □
Segments □
Unison D
USM (Unison Structural Markers) □
2 .2 FREEDOM JAZZ DANCE
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2.3 “Freedom Jazz Dance” Drum Figurations in the Statement of the Melody
EDDIE HARRIS
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